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Artists’ Books Exhibitions in the Bower Ashton Library
cases, UWE, Bristol, UK
Artist’s Book Club (ABC) - Found
Monday 3rd December 2018 - Thursday 31st January 2019
This exhibition features books from members of the Artists
Book Club (ABC). ABC is a cross-disciplinary group for
makers of artists’ books and ephemera. It was founded
in 2009 by Lilla Duignan when she was a student on the
Multidisciplinary Printmaking MA course, joined by Angie
Butler in co-organising ABC events. Each year, two students
coordinate the group for the academic year. ABC is open
to all creative arts students and interested parties based at
Bower Ashton, UWE.

ABC Found Poetry workshop with Jeremy Dixon of Hazard Press

Some of the books from exhibition include:
This book will appeal to three architects by Corinne Welch
Snake book (folded from one sheet of A3) containing
collaged ‘found words’ from off-cuts from a re-purposed
book for another project. Inspired by workshops by Jeremy
Dixon and Daniel Lehan.

Yoke by Gen Harrison (above). The idea for this book
came from finding a pile of 35mm negatives from 1995,
and a friend offering to scan them. The structure is about
channelling New York in an idea of the city as a playground.
The reader can construct the book as a sculptural object to
a design of their own choosing. The decision of the way to
go is theirs alone. It celebrates both the grid structure and
language of the city via Paul Auster. It captures something
thought nearly 25 years ago and misremembered along the
way. If you don’t look you will still find it…

In 2017/18 the group was coordinated by Gen Harrison
and Cathey Webb. They chose the theme ‘found’ for the year
because of its wide-ranging appeal. Members of the group
were invited to make books using any media and bookmaking techniques they chose, and freely interpret
the theme.

Found on the Downs by Linda Parr. Details of what you
may and may not find along the 87 miles of the Ridgeway
National Trail, North Wessex Downs.

Throughout the year various activities focusing on the
theme were arranged. Examples include an inspiring
workshop by Jeremy Dixon of Hazard Press on Found
Poetry and one on making Needle Thread Pockets, by
Gen Harrison; perfect for hiding and finding things in.

Library Book Shelves by Cathey Webb. Found Poetry.
Each book contains a poem made from words collected by
randomly selecting one word from each book on library
shelf.

The group also explored Bower Ashton Library’s Artists’
Book Collection (https://www1.uwe.ac.uk/library/
yoursubject/artanddesign/artistsbooks.aspx) and a selection
of books from the Arnolfini Artist Book Collection (https://
www.arnolfini.org.uk/learning/online-resources/artistbook-catalogue) for inspiration.

Untitled by Zelda Velika. A book made using only found
items, including the paper and printing materials.

Gen and Cathey thoroughly enjoyed co-ordinating the
group and would like to thank everyone who took part.
Bower Ashton Library, UWE, Bristol, Kennel Lodge Road
Bristol BS3 2JT, UK.
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/exhibitions/
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Sarah Bodman - Read To Me
Winchester School of Art Library, UK
Until 20th December 2018
Read To Me is an artist’s book, produced after an experiment
in collaboration with a psychometric reader, to transmit the
emotional content of selected narratives through a series of
physical objects. Ten objects were selected to read chapters
of novels, or short stories to. They were then posted to the
reader who relayed their messages back to the artist.

Ludovic Chemarin© creates sets of works weaving
an unprecedented and striking story, with multiple
ramifications on legal, ethical, political and aesthetic levels.
Moments proposes to discover another facet of Ludovic
Chemarin©, thanks to a major edition: a limited edition box
comprising three vinyl records, accompanied by a booklet.
Continuing the logic of co-authoring, music was entrusted
to musician Christophe Demarthe and libretto’s text to
writer Olivier Combault. The box brings together four
composite moments, immersing in a particular atmosphere.
A text derived from The Biography, written as a singular
fiction, offers a literary interpretation of the artist.
This production opens a more intimate, airy, diffuse and
sensitive dimension around the project and the artist ©.
In addition to the presentation of this box set of vinyls, new
pieces will complete this recent “environmental” orientation
and highlight the scope and complexity of a project with
multiple ramifications and revolutions.

The idea for this experiment was initially inspired during a
residency at Visual Studies Workshop (VSW) in Rochester
NY, USA in 2002. My fascination with psychic reading was
piqued during the month spent at VSW. It was there that I
read about the history of the Fox Sisters, who launched their
careers as spirit mediums on 14th November 1849, at the
Corinthian Hall in Rochester. As I sat at the table reading
in the library and archive at VSW, I imagined that the Fox
Sisters would have been at a similar table in a similar large
mansion house over 150 years ago, thrilling their audiences
with their tales and spirit encounters.
Read To Me is now touring with an exhibition of the artist’s
book and a selection of the original objects read from/to.
Venues to date include Visual Studies Workshop, NY;
Winchester School of Art Library, UK; John M. Flaxman
Library at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago, and the
Collins Memorial Library at the University of Puget Sound,
Tacoma, USA.
Produced at the London Centre for Book Arts, 2018, fourcolour risograph print with Esther McManus. Edition of
100, July 2018, 20 pages, 105 x 148 mm. £10 including p&p.
Email: Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
Winchester School of Art Library
Park Avenue, Winchester SO23 8DL, UK.
Read more about the project at:
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/readtome/
Ludovic Chemarin© - Moments
mfc-michèle didier, Paris, France
Until 19th January 2019
We are glad to announce our second collaboration with
Ludovic Chemarin©, Moments. Since its legal creation
in 2011, following the acquisition of the artist Ludovic
Chemarin’s name and works, Ludovic Chemarin©
rethinks and radicalizes criticism of art system initiated by
conceptual artists of the 60s and 80s.

mfc-michèle didier
66, rue Nôtre-Dame de Nazareth, F-75003, Paris, France.
Tues - Saturday 12-7pm. http://www.micheledidier.com
Subway: République, Strasbourg Saint-Denis, Arts et
Métiers.
Exhibitions at The Center for Book Arts, New York:

Miho Kajioka, And Where Did the Peacocks Go?, 2018,
Courtesy of the Artist

Inside/Out: Family, Memory, Loss, Displacement
Until 15th December 2018
Group Show, organised by Carol Naggar, poet, artist,
curator, educator, and photography historian, and
co-founder and Special Projects Editor of Pixelpress.
Self-published photobooks first made their appearance in
Europe right after World War II. At that time photographers
mainly published in magazines, and the form of the
photobook was still somewhat exotic, used infrequently
by photographers.
This exhibition features twenty-six self-published
photobooks, varying in sizes and aspect, usually printed
in small editions. Their form varies from the classic,
traditionally printed book to the zine, the folio, the leporello
book, the panoramic shape, the I-phone… The range of
media also varies from gelatin prints to C-prints, collotype,
inkjet and Xerox.
The chosen books illustrate very personal subjects such as
family, memory, loss and identity as well as larger topics
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such as immigration and exile. A few are historical and
most contemporary. They originate from fifteen countries:
Azerbaijan, Denmark, France, Germany, Great Britain,
Italy, Japan, Great Britain, Mexico, The Philippines, Russia,
Sweden, Switzerland, the United States and Vietnam.
Artists include: Olivia Arthur, Barbara Bash, Doug Beube,
Werner Bischof, Julia Borissova, Machiel Botman, Giovanni
del Brenna, Chien Chi Chang, Tina Enghoff, Claire Fouquet
and Patty Smith, Lee Friedlander, Hiroshi Hamaya, Simone
Huang, Ilkin Huseynov, Fumiko Imano, Miho Kajioka,
Anselm Kiefer, Kent Klich, Anouk Kruithof, Editha Mesina,
Susan Meiselas, Cristina De Middel, Kazuma Obara, Sophie
Ristelhueber, Alec Soth, Jordan Sullivan and Ksenia Yurkova

Solo Show, organised by Alexander Campos, Executive
Director & Curator of the Center for Book Arts.
Sally Alatalo’s practice coalesces around a habit of parsing
the quotidian for all it’s worth, and percolates in the hybrid
realms of language collage, visual poetry, artists’ books,
unruly archives and performative events. Her current
projects originate in the rehabilitation of an orchard and
woodlands in rural SW Michigan as a site to investigate
agri/horti/cultur/al practices, and where she is eager to
bridge her interests in language and its dissemination
with the discourses of rural economies.

Monica Ong: Celestial Bodies
Until 15th December 2018
Solo Show, organised by Alexander Campos, Executive
Director & Curator of the Center for Book Arts.

Monica Ong, Remedies: “Silent Treatment”, “Her Youth Asia”,
2011. Courtesy of the Artist

Monica Ong is a visual artist and poet whose hybrid imagepoems juxtapose diagram and diary, bearing witness to
silenced histories of the body. She completed her MFA in
Digital Media at the Rhode Island School of Design and is
also a Kundiman poetry fellow. Her debut collection Silent
Anatomies, which was selected for the 2014 Kore Press
First Book Award in poetry by Joy Harjo, was released in
February 2015. Silent Anatomies is a collection of works
that traverse the body’s terrain, examining the phenomena
of cultural silences. Whether it is shame obscuring the
female body, the social stigma shrouding certain illnesses,
or the cryptic stories of her ancestors, Monica Ong
interrogates the agency of the daughter, who must decide
whether or not to speak out. What happens to stories that go
underreported, un-translated, or are completely erased?
Presented as a series of art installations, these poems are as
much visual journeys as they are lyrical haunts of medicine
and memory. Pushing the boundaries of text and image,
Ong employs a range of medical ephemera, from x-ray
scans to anatomical drawings to an apothecary of cultural
remedies. These works frame the power struggles and the
illusion of indisputable fact as a way to carry all the fictions
that make up our multi-cultural identities.
2018 Master Faculty Fellow: Sally Alatalo
Cultivating Book and Land
Until 15th December 2018

Sally Alatalo, Surface Area. Courtesy of the Artist

Alatalo has performed her texts at the Poetry Foundation
and the Museum of Contemporary Art in Chicago, Room
Gallery in Rotterdam, The Poetry Society in London, and
exhibited her work at museums, galleries and artist book
fairs across the globe, including in New York, Los Angeles,
London, Hamburg and Seoul. She is Professor and Chair of
the Writing Program at the School of the Art Institute
of Chicago.
Artist Talk: Friday 7th December 2018, 6:30pm
The Center for Book Arts
28 West 27th St, 3rd Flr, New York, NY 10001, USA.
http://centerforbookarts.org
Freud on the Couch: Psyche in the Book
San Francisco Center for the Book, USA
Until 20th January 2019
Curated by Susanne Padberg, Galerie Druck & Buch,
Vienna, Austria.
The science of psychoanalysis has always held a great
fascination for artists – both as a medium for reflection
and as an instrument for creating meaning. Indeed, Freud’s
“cultural work” (per Thomas Mann) remains a popular
subject for many contemporary artists. Similar to how
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images in dreams are visualisations of hidden thoughts,
artistic creations probe the depths and meanings of our
cultural self-perception, they portray the forces shaping not
only the individual but also the collective unconscious.
We are surrounded by the issues Freud named and analysed,
and we are also moved by them. The artwork in this
exhibition is based directly or indirectly on these concepts
and theories or are closely associated to specific themes.
It is striking how many psychoanalytic concepts Freud
discovered and named; they can be found as source material
or catalysts in contemporary book art, such as:
Wish – Dream – Ego – Id – Memory – The Unconscious –
The Oedipus Complex – Fixation – multiple personalities
– (Victorian repression of) sexuality – Libido – Death Drive
— and so on.
In addition, the many techniques Freud developed, such
as the use of free association, parapraxis, and his discovery
of transference & countertransference are aspects in the
analytic process as well as potent inspirations for artistic
work. The works in this show are based specifically on these
concepts and theories.

Archive Gallery 2018/2019: Archives in Residence AAP Archive Artist Publications
Haus der Kunst, Munich, Germany
Until 9th June 2019
“Shouldn’t we each time, each joyful and contemplative
time when we open a book, consider the miracle that
this text has even found its way to us?”
Georges Didi-Huberman, The Archive Burns, 2007
Didi-Huberman’s reflection leads to the question of which
content is recognised and safeguarded over time and used
as a source for art historiography. In addition to publicly
accessible archives and collections as repositories and
storehouses of knowledge, are the autonomous archives,
whose collections often receive only limited attention.
The individual collectors of such independent archives
decide for themselves what is worth preserving, beyond
criteria such as visibility, material value, circulation, rarity
and the legal guidelines. In this way, the holdings of
autonomous archives have unique qualities and have
received increasing attention over the years.

Artists include: Thorsten Baensch, Sarah Bryant, Crystal
Cawley, Ken Campbell, Maureen Cummins, Anne Deguelle,
Gerhild Ebel, Stefan Gunnesch, Karen Hanmer, Anna Helm,
Susan Johanknecht, M. M. Lum, Jule Claudia Mahn, Patrizia
Meinert, Simon + Christine Morris, Didier Mutel, Susanne
Nickel, Yasutomo Ota, Waltraud Palme, Veronika Schäpers,
Robbin Ami Silverberg, Herbert Stattler, Marian St. Laurent,
Ines von Ketelhodt, Carola Willbrand, and Sam Winston.

Archive Artist Publications. Photograph by Wilfried Petzi

Hubert Kretschmer has maintained “AAP Archive Artist
Publications,” an autonomous archive of artists’ productions,
since 1980. With an exhibition dedicated to AAP, Haus der
Kunst launches its new series “Archives in Residence,” which
focuses on the relationship between the archive and the
formation of history.
Detail of Anatomy of Insanity by Maureen Cummins

Freud on the Couch is organised by Susanne Padberg of
Vienna’s Galerie Druck & Buch, which is located next door
to the famous Berggasse 19, the house where Freud founded
psychoanalysis. The travelling exhibition comes to San
Francisco Center for the Book from Minnesota Center for
Book Arts and the Center for Book Arts in New York, where
it made its U.S. debut.
San Francisco Center for the Book
375 Rhode Island Street, San Francisco CA 94103, USA.
https://sfcb.org

Hubert Kretschmer’s archive in Munich’s Türkenstraße
houses over 50,000 works by artists from 76 countries.
His interest does not focus on valuable bibliophile editions,
but on limited circulations, many produced using the
simplest means, as well as publications and editions.
To this day, Kretschmer finances these purchases through
his profession as an art teacher. The collection includes
artists’ books and magazines, multiples, posters, invitations,
CDs and records, artists’ stamps, videos, zines, delivery
directories and exhibition catalogs, which reflect the art
movements of the last 40 years, including Fluxus and Neue
Wilde, as well as happenings, action art, mail art, stamp art,
concrete and visual poetry, conceptual art, appropriation art
and copy art.
Hubert Kretschmer’s presentation in Haus der Kunst
inspired the collector to call on his artists to make their
publications available so exhibition visitors could not just
look at the works but also hold them.
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Archive Artist Publications. Photograph by Wilfried Petzi

Artists and publishers (a selection): Laurie Anderson, Thom
Argauer, John Baldessari, Yto Barrada, Beißpony, Christoph
Best, Joseph Beuys, Claus Böhmler, Christian Boltanski,
George Brecht, Marcel Broodthaers, Stanley Brouwn, Daniel
Buren, Ulises Carrión, Jacques-Elie Chabert, Joyce CutlerShaw, Hanne Darboven, David Dellafiora, Leo Erb, HansPeter Feldmann, Robert Filliou, Ian Hamilton Finlay, Peter
Fischli, Wolfgang Flatz, Terry Fox, Hamish Fulton, Eldon
Garnet, Jochen Gerz, Eugen Gomringer, Philipp Gufler,
Dick Higgins, Justin Hoffmann, Stephan Huber, Dorothy
Iannone, Jörg Immendorff, Phyllis Johnson, Alex Kayser,
Norbert Klassen, Alison Knowles, Daniel Knorr, Vlado
Kristl, Ferdinand Kriwet, Berengar Laurer, Jean Le Gac, Sol
LeWitt, Anna Lockwood, Richard Long, Markus Lüpertz,
Marshall McLuhan, Maurizio Nannucci, Christoph Mauler,
Michaela Melián, Thomas Meinicke, Thomas Meissner,
Milan Mölzer, Jürgen O. Olbrich, Claes Oldenburg, Ulrike
Ottinger, Bruno Paulot, A.R. Penck, Arnulf Rainer, Gerhard
Richter, Dieter Roth, Ed Ruscha, Gerhard Rühm, Alexeij
Sagerer, Konrad Balder Schäuffelen, Joachim Schmid,
Günther Selichar, Kiki Smith, Michael Snow, Annegret
Soltau, Klaus Staeck, André Thomkins, Lynne Tillmann,
Wolfgang Tilmans, Rosemarie Trockel, Timm Ulrichs,
Franco Vaccari, Ben Vautier, Jan Voss, Wolf Vostell, Franz
Erhard Walther, Andy Warhol, Lawrence Weiner, David
Weiss and Emmett Williams

Takesada Matsutani. drop in time, Book Lab, Artists’ Books at
Hauser & Wirth Somerset, 29 September 2018 – 1 January 2019
Photo by Ken Adlard, Courtesy Hauser & Wirth Somerset.

Guy Bigland, Amir Brito Cador, Collective Investigations,
George Cullen, Fiona Dempster, Antonio Freiles, Hazel
Grainger, Gloria Glitzer (Franziska Brandt & Moritz
Grünke), Charlotte Hall, Katie Herzog, Andrew Huot,
Julie Johnstone, Hilary Judd, The Laurence Sterne Trust,
Avril Makula, Helen Malone, Leonard McDermid, Tim
Mosely, Lina Nordenström, Otto, Carinna Parraman, Jeff
Rathermel, Tim Staples, Nathan Walker, Sylvia Waltering
and Corinne Welch.
Hauser & Wirth Somerset
Durslade Farm, Dropping Ln, Bruton BA10 0NL, UK.
https://www.hauserwirth.com/locations/10068-hauserwirth-somerset
TRANSLATION
Until 7th December 2018
Milton Gallery, London, UK
Artists’ books, sculptures, prints and works on paper.

The exhibition is accompanied by excursions, workshops
for adults, lectures and a book exchange. On the occasion of
this presentation, a new chronicle on the history of Haus der
Kunst will also be created.
The exhibition is curated by Sabine Brantl.
Haus der Kunst
Prinzregentenstraße 1, 80538 Munich, Germany.
https://hausderkunst.de
A selection of artists’ books from the archive at the Centre
for Fine Print Research is on display at Hauser & Wirth
Somerset until 1st January 2019
They form part of a Book Lab display to accompany the
Takesada Matsutani – drop in time exhibition which is on
show until 1st January 2019.

TRANSLATION is a group exhibition of works by artists
who have either moved away from their countries to live
and work in a different culture and language, or who
translate between different types of language: scientific,
musical, linguistic and visual. TRANSLATION offers a
dialogue between languages, in a multifaceted exhibition of
artists’ books, sculptures, prints and works on paper.

Artists’ books featured in this exhibition include works
by: Sally Alatalo, Mette Sofie D. Ambeck, Guy Begbie,

Albert DuPont, Egidija Čiricaitė, Linda Toigo, Sumi Perera,
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Anne Rook, Pat Kaufman, Batool Showghi, Gwen Fereday,
Laurence Toussaint, Greg Rook, Veronique de Guitarre,
Louisa Burnett-Hall, Andrew Charalambous, Ariane de Briey,
Emi Avora, Chisato Tamabayashi
Milton Gallery, St Paul’s School, Lonsdale Road, London
SW13 9JT, UK. Monday to Friday 9am-4pm
Crass DIY
Le centre des livres des livres d’artistes (CDLA)
Saint-Yrieix-la-Perche, France
Until 22nd December 2018
Almost two years ago, I was looking for information on the
ICES1 festival and Anthony McCall’s work Landscape for
Fire. Searching online I came across passages from a book
by George Berger The Story of Crass (Oakland, PM Press,
2009). I discover that it’s Penny Rimbaud, Gee Vaucher and
a few others, members of a band named “Exit”, who helped
Anthony McCall to implement this piece.

square (which encircles the images on the covers). This
trademark makes CRASS productions of incomparable,
singular - and recognisable objects. The cast used is close to
the “Stencil” character, stencil-style mechanical character.
We find Gee Vaucher’s talent in the three issues of Inter /
National Anthem [Anthem inter / national], 13 magazine
published between 1978 and 1982. A facsimile reprint of the
three issues published (augmented by two others previously
unpublished), published this year by Exitstencil Press can
be purchased.
The members of “Exit” and “CRASS” claimed anonymity
and a certain taste for the pseudonym. However, a few years
later it is important to give their names: Penny Rimbaud
[Jeremy John Ratter, 1943], drums; Gee Vaucher [1945],
piano and graphic design; Steve Ignorant [Steven Williams,
1957], singing; Eva Libertine (or Peeve Libido) [Bronwyn
Lloyd Jones, 1949], singing; Joy De Vivre [Virginia Creeper,
1956], singing; Pete Wright (or Pete Wrong),
low; Phil Free [Phil Clancey], guitar; P. A. Nana (or N. A.
Palmer) [Andrew “Andy” Palmer, 1956], guitar; John Loder
[1946-2005], sound engineer; Mick Duffield, filmmaker /
videographer; Steve Herman [-1989], guitar.
We can translate “crass” as coarse, vulgar or stupid. It’s Steve
Ignorant who proposes this name for the group in reference
to a passage from David Bowie’s song Ziggy Stardust:
“The kid was just crass, he was the nazz [...]” CRASS is,
sometimes, the acronym for Creative Recording and Sound
Services. Last October Alex Chevalier was in residence
at Cdla and we were talking about Crass, Punk and Do It
Yourself. All this he knows well, a familiar culture - even
family. Didier Mathieu, 2018

LA BIBLE N° 4 Clermont-Ferrand: O.M.G. [Ordre de
Mobilisation Générale], January 1982. 24pp, 21 x 14.8 cm.
Black & white photocopy. Private collection.

Note the care taken in the choice of label designs at the
center of the discs, these slices of paper that are usually
reserved for practical information: titles, publisher, year of
publication etc. (In a book, it would be the table of contents
and the colophon). The attention to detail is a component
of the CRASS style: for example, the pockets that protect
the records of the double album 1979 Stations Of The Crass
are not banal white - one is black paper, the other white
paper. From the outset we notice the typography of disks
and pockets: composition in a circle (on the discs) and

DIY - Do It Yourself - Do it yourself. This watchword that
still resonates today as a call to rebellion - of punk, of the
disillusioned and forgotten youth who do not do not believe
in the future sketched by their elders but in their own ability
to change the story. No. Future! Student-in-the-art and leftout-of-the-art find in this movement. Witness this in the
first issue of the journal Sideburn in January 1977, which
will be quickly resumed in Sniffin ‘Glue and many other
fanzines and magazines: “This is a chord. This is another.
this is a third. Now form a band.” [Here is an agreement.
Here’s another one. And a third. Now, create a group].
The illustration by Tony Moon becomes a banner for this
generation, groups and other formations are multiplying,
music and art no longer belong to a some elite but to the
rejected, the poor, the workers’ children, the homosexuals,
anarchists and others who will then be able to make their
voices heard, demonstrate and respond by provoking the
austerity policy put in place by Margaret Thatcher.
A provocation that manifests itself both in their music, in
their appearance, lifestyle and texts.
In this spirit of autonomy, speed of execution and diffusion,
each group creates its own fanzine and spreads its ideas,
texts and images and gives them hand in hand in exchange
for another magazine, during a meeting - and, it is ideally
sold at the end of a concert or by subscription. Publications
that will then allow groups to shine. So, The Bible, the
first fanzine to claim an anarcho-punk current originally
published in Clermont-Ferrand, was the first French fanzine
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to conduct an interview with the English group CRASS.
A story and a look at the punk that passes here by a quasiunique documentation and a certain rarity to which J. P
Chevalier, who was also called Andy Bag or Mr Nasty, has
participated and shares here with us in this exhibition.
Alex Chevalier, August 2018.

of essential tools for living. Participation in these projects
often leads to additional publications and exhibitions.
ILSSA members’ interests vary widely, from fiber arts to
listening and sound practices, from poetry to animation.
What unites all members is a valuation of process,
exemplified by our motto, As Many Hours As It Takes!

Download the exhibition catalogue list at:
http://cdla.info/en/expositions/crass-DIY

Cecile R. Hunt Gallery
Department of Art, Design, & Art History
Webster University, 470 East Lockwood Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63119, USA
http://www.webster.edu/art/hunt-gallery/

Le centre des livres des livres d’artistes (CDLA)
1 place Attane, F- 87500 Saint-Yrieix-la-Perche, France.
http://cdla.info/en | http://lecdla.wordpress.com
ILSSA Exhibition, Cecile R. Hunt Gallery
Webster University, St. Louis, MO, USA
Until 5th January 2019
Established in 2008, Impractical Labor in Service of
the Speculative Arts (ILSSA) is a union for reflective
creative practice.

As a union for artists, makers, and creative practitioners
of all kinds, ILSSA focuses on improving the immaterial
working conditions of our members. ILSSA publishes
contemplative tools and resources; organizes participatory
projects, exhibitions, and events; facilitates an annual group
residency; and observes an annual holiday, the Festival
to Plead for Skills. ILSSA seeks to restore the relationship
between makers and their tools, makers and their time, and
makers and what they make—their lives.

ILSSA’s projects and publications often take the form of
a call-and-response. Calls have included a survey asking
members to assess their working conditions as impractical
laborers, a workbook inviting members to ruminate on their
relationship and experience with time, a chronobiological
self-test, a request for member manifestos, and an inventory

Sharon Kivland - Die Holzdiebe
Zentrum für Aktuelle Kunst Alte Kaserne
Berlin, Germany
Until 6th January 2019
Collectively, the animals of the forest rise up with an
instinctive sense of right, gathering the alms of nature,
their roots positive and legitimate. They resist that their
customary rights should become the monopoly of the rich.
They assemble and assert their rights. The stoats have news
from France. They ask what property is and the birds reply
that it is theft. The squirrels refuse any definition of property
that privileges the wealthy, and propose a social solidarity.
The weasels cry out that they are nature and nature is theirs
alone. The fox maintains that a customary right by its very
nature can only be a right of a lowest, property-less, and
elemental class. The lynx and badger will fight against any
plundering of the commons. None will accept punishment
where there is no crime.
The exhibition is founded on Karl Marx’s articles for the
Rheinische Zeitung (October 1842), reporting on the
proceedings of the Sixth Rhine Province Assembly, ‘Debates
on the law of thefts of wood’, and a number of commentaries
thereon, in particular Daniel Bensaïd’s book Les dépossédés.
Zentrum für Aktuelle Kunst Alte Kaserne
Zitadelle Am Juliusturm 64 13599 Berlin, Germany.
http://www.zitadelle-berlin.de
Memory Lame: An Unforgettable Installation
Collins Memorial Library
University of Puget Sound, Tacoma, USA
Until 25th January 2019
This installation, by Jessica Spring and Scott Gruber, utilises
paper, an organic material attributed with memory from the
moment it is formed, and letterpress printing, which makes
a literal impression. Touching on all the senses, viewers are
challenged to create their own treasure-house of ideas while
contributing to our collective memories. Partially funded
by a Tacoma Artist Initiative Project (TAIP) grant from the
Tacoma Arts Commission.
Artist statement: “As an aging artist having a front-row seat
to my father’s ravaging by Alzheimer’s disease, memory
continues to be an intriguing, even unavoidably nagging
topic of interest. Memory is simply defined as the ability to
encode, retain, then recall information and past experiences.
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Memories stored in the brain are more of a jigsaw puzzle
or a complex web than an organised library of books on
shelves or accessible computer files.
As humans we employ many memory aids - from digital
apps, scratch-paper notes and old-fashioned mnemonic
devices - to readily access facts we need. Derived from
the Greek μνημονικός (mnēmonikos) and related to
Mnemosyne - the mythological goddess of memory mnemonics make use of encoding, retrieval cues, and
imagery to better retain information. These memory tricks,
including acronyms or silly rhymes, help us remember
details from planetary names, days in a given month or
mathematical order of operations. The method of Loci, or
the Memory Palace, is another mnemonic device which
uses visualizations about one’s environment to quickly and
efficiently recall information. The method relies on taking
abstract, unrelated pieces of information and establishing
signposts on a route which incorporate navigational and
spatial memory skills.” –Jessica Spring
Reception 5th December 2018 at 6pm
Collins Memorial Library, University of Puget Sound
1500 N. Warner St. #1021
Tacoma, WA 98416, USA
https://www.pugetsound.edu/libraryhours

Schoenberg Special Collections at Ringling College of Art
and Design from October 20 - December 2, 2017.
Booklyn seeks to create new relationships with artists
using artists’ books as tools for activism, social engagement
practices and advocacy projects.
Hosted by Booklyn, Inc. at the Brooklyn Army Terminal,
140 58th Street, Brooklyn, NY 11220, USA.
https://booklyn.org
LIVERPOOL BOOK ART
‘FRANKENSTEIN 2018’ EXHIBITION
Kirkby Gallery, Knowsley, UK
Until 26th January 2019
Frankenstein 2018 is Liverpool Book Art’s third major
exhibition of Book Art. The theme of the exhibition
marks 200 years since the first edition of Mary Shelley’s
‘Frankenstein or, The Modern Prometheus’ was published.
Book artists from around the world have responded with a
hugely creative range of ideas. Some have been stimulated
by the themes in the book; others have been inspired by
the way the story is told; others have made links between
Frankenstein and other classic stories such as Dracula and
The Golem.

Freedom of the Presses: Artists’ Books in the 21st Century
Booklyn, Inc. at the Brooklyn Army Terminal, USA
Until 11th January 2019
Freedom of the Presses is a brief survey exhibition of artists’
books, creative publications, and prints used by artists to
further community engagement and social justice projects.
This exhibition celebrates and expands upon the release of
Booklyn’s newest trade publication “Freedom of the Presses:
Artists’ Books in the 21st Century.”
Freedom of the Presses
provides perspectives
on how to
deconstruct colonial
and contemporary
constraints on the
concept, content,
design, production
and distribution of
artists’ books and
activist publications
along with models
of how to reimagine
artists’ bookmaking
as a socially engaged
practice. This
exhibition brings
together artworks
published in the book
alongside works introduced to our organisation through
this open call.
Freedom of the Presses builds upon a collaborative exhibition
of the same name, organised by Booklyn and the Brizdle

Liverpool Book Art’s Frankenstein 2018 exhibition ended its
run in Liverpool’s Central Library on 9th August.
The exhibition moved to Knowsley’s Kirkby Gallery from
17th September until 26th January 2019. Additional works
were selected to join the exhibition in the current venue.
Several of these have been chosen to utilise the very
different exhibition space at the Kirkby Gallery, including
wall-mounted works and installations.
There are works by over 40 individual artists and 2
collectives in the Kirkby Gallery show, with an enormous
variety of approaches, materials and techniques. Some of the
works have been made in small editions; some are unique
works. Many of them are available to buy. There are also
reading / handling copies of several of the works, enhancing
the exhibition experience for visitors.
In addition, artist Matthew Frame has created a new mural,
working on-site every day for the first week of the exhibition
(see image overleaf). Visitors will be able to enjoy the
completed work throughout the exhibition.
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The exhibition’s run at Liverpool Central Library has been
a great success, with enthusiastic feedback from visitors
both verbally and recorded in a comments book. Sales have
been significant, including multiple copies of several works.
The exhibition has been enhanced by talks given by 10 of
the participating artists during the 5th Liverpool Artists
Book Fair, and curator talks by Simon Ryder, Director of
Liverpool Book Art, throughout June and July. New display
cabinets at the Library meant an added bonus for the last 3
weeks of the show was the exhibition of Berni Wrightson’s
Frankenstein portfolios from the late 1970s as well as
various illustrated editions of the book.
The exhibition moves to Bower Ashton Library at UWE
Bristol, UK in February 2019.
Kirkby Gallery is at The Kirkby Centre, Norwich Way,
Kirkby, Knowsley L32 8XY, UK.
Opening times are Mon to Fri 09.00-17.00, Sat 10.00-13.00.
http://www.prescotmuseum.org.uk/kirkby-gallery/
Entry is FREE to the public.
For more information, see LiverpoolBookArt on
Facebook and www.liverpoolbookart.com Contacts:
liverpoolbookart@gmail.com | tina.ball@knowsley.gov.uk
Carol Maurer - Walking Forward, Looking Back
Street Road Artists Space, Cochranville, USA
Until 31st December 2018
The Private View was extremely well attended, and made
into a special delight by Chloe Spicer and her edible
Frankenstein books!

Street Road Artists Space warmly invites you to our current
exhibition and several related events: Walking Forward,
Looking Back builds on material developed by Carol Maurer
in part through the process of walking from her ancestral
home on the Eastern Shore of Maryland through Delaware
to Southern Chester County. The journey began as a way to
experientially confront her responsibility as a descendant of
enslavers and slowly weaves into a meditation on the time,
tempos, conversations and understandings walking can
make space for.
RELATED PROGRAMMING - Several walks with Carol
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in the vicinity of Street Road will be held and are open to
the public to join. An RSVP is recommended though not
required. See our website and Facebook Events pages for
the most up to date information.
http://www.streetroad.org/walk.html
Saturday 8th December, 12pm. The Laurels 4 miles.
Street Road Artists Space, 725 Street Rd, Cochranville, PA
19330, USA. Visit during Street Road hours, Friday 11-3, or
by appointment. http://www.streetroad.org/walk.html
Sumi Perera [SuperPress EDITIONS] artists’ books and
print installations will be shown at the following venues:
Festival of Print at the Whitechapel Gallery’s Arts
Pavilion, London, UK
Until 9th December 2018
To mark the 20th Anniversary of the EAST LONDON
PRINTMAKERS: DISTRICT 69, is an artist’s book
installation of etching, embossing with sand, dust, charcoal,
stitch, blood, sweat & tears. Inspired by a first time visit to
South Africa (Cape Town & Johannesburg) with my South
African son-in-law Paul (born in Cape Town), daughter
Suda (worked in Johannesburg) & our first grandchild
Tomiri; & a visit to the District 6 museum, the film District
9 and a visit to Ponte City at Joburg.

commercial capital. It is part of an inner-city renaissance
in recent years that has seen previous no-go areas turned
into gourmet food markets, artists’ studios and trendy
apartments.
By the late 1990s the intention was to turn Ponte into a
prison. But in 2001, it began a journey to redemption.
Currently a social enterprise called Dlala Nje, organises
cultural, educational & sporting activities for local children
and gave us a guided tour through the building. The artist’s
book consists of moveable pages, that can be resequenced
and repositioned into various permutations. It will be
shown at the Festival of Print, at the Arts Pavilion of the
Whitechapel Gallery at Mile End.
OTHER EXHIBITIONS:
• The Mini Picture Show. Bankside Gallery, London.
Until 20th January 2019
• SFSA Painting Open. Deptford Main Event Preview Thursday 6th December, From 18:00 with complimentary
rickshaws between galleries.
Closing Party - Saturday 15th December, 14:00-18:00 with
complimentary rickshaws.
• GRAPHIC EDITIONS-Group exhibition between The
Belfast Print Workshop & Prism Print International-Belfast
Oriel Gallery, Antrim Castle. Until 4th January 2019
• REbels Exhibition. Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge. Until
6th January 2019. https://www.saatchiart.com/sumiperera
Ausschweifend faul & zornig zaudernd
25 years of ARTIC magazine - looking back to the future
Weserburg | Museum für moderne Kunst
Bremen, Germany
Until 24th February 2019

The forceful removal of the inhabitants from District 6
began in 1968 (50 years ago) though temporary plans were
initiated before. The numbers evacuated vary according to
sources: The District 6 Museum states that more than 60,
000 inhabitants were expelled; & Wikipedia states that more
than 30,000 (to be exact: 33,446, of which 31,248 of them
were coloured) were forcibly relocated to the sandy bleak
Cape Flats. Most were given only 24 hours to pack a case
and put on bus and driven to the new site, and their homes
were flattened by bulldozers the next day, to prevent them
from returning to retrieve any belongings left behind.
Ponte City, the tallest residential tower in Africa. has come
to symbolise the rise and fall and rise again of South Africa’s
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ARTIC 1 - 15. Photo: Andreas Drewer.

Is ARTIC a magazine? Is ARTIC art? Is ARTIC a concept?
ARTIC has driven booksellers, printers, designers, artists,
authors and themselves to the brink of desperation.
But maybe it makes sense to do something that is not
possible because it turns the economy upside down.
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And on the edge of possibilities the scope of realities
becomes visible. The ARTIC project will present its latest
issue on the topic of “own” in this cabinet exhibition and
provides an insight into the 25-year-old production history.

including Trayvon Martin, Marissa Alexander, Eric Garner,
Oscar Grant, Phoenix Coldon, and Mario Woods.

Weserburg | Museum für moderne Kunst
Teerhof 20, 28199 Bremen, Germany.
http://www.weserburg.de
Engaged Editions: Creative Advocacy in Print
Booklyn, Brooklyn, USA
Until 11th January 2019
Engaged Editions: Creative Advocacy in Print is a group
exhibition of artists’ books, creative publications, and prints
used to promote collaborative advocacy, foster community
engagement, and address social justice issues.
Featuring work by: Karen Baldner - Tia Blassingame Ernest Bryant - Tim Devin - Christeen Francis - Luis
Campos-Garcia - Kiara Gilbert - Roni Gross - Lyall Harris &
Patricia Silva - KakeArt (Ann Kalmbach & Tatana Kellner)
- Yasmiene Mabrouk - Mary Marsh - Anna Mavromatis
- Melanie Mowinski - Scott McCarney - Lize Mogel &
Matthew Slaats with Monica Johnson - Iviva Olenick Milissa Orzolek - Sara Parkel - Bundith Phunsombatlert
- Maria Pisano - Mobile Print Power - Julia Rooney - Mimi
Shapiro - Aaron Sinift - Meredith Stern - Patti Swanson
- Voces de la Frontera - Mark Wagner - Jennifer MackWatkins - Jessica Williams - WORK/PLAY(Danielle &
Kevin McCoy) - WW3 Illustrated - Lillian Young
The exhibition includes works by individual artists as
well as collaborations between artists and social justice
organizations, including protest banners created by the
Milwaukee-based community organisation Voces de la
Frontera. Voces de la Frontera is led by low-wage workers,
immigrants and youth whose mission is to protect and
expand civil rights and workers’ rights through leadership
development, community organizing and empowerment.
The picket signs are a combination of bold text and
compelling illustrations silk-screened onto muslin.
Queens based, multi-generational printmaking collective
Mobile Print Power (MPP) contributed “Chill Space,”
a tactile and interactive installation, which includes
graphic hand-sewn fabric works created through public
collaboration, a small library of books representing five
years of public projects, and handmade sketchbooks
produced to facilitate the exchange of ideas and knowledge
during public events.
Works by individual artists addressing social justice issues
range from unique artists’ books, prints, limited edition
zines, hand-embroidered fabric work, and deconstructed
paper forms created from pulpified newspapers. Among
these are Tia Blassingame’s Mourning/Warning: Flags, a
series of forty-two sewn nylon flags that correspond to
people listed in Blassingame’s book works Mourning/
Warning: An Abecedarian and the recent Mourning/
Warning: Numbers and Repeaters. Each flag represents an
African American man, woman or child that experienced
violence, is missing, or died from violence or police brutality
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WHEREAS/WE DECLARE, Tatana Kellner & Ann Kalmbach,
KaKeArt, 2018, artist’s book.

Meredith Stern’s artistic interpretation of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights is a series of linoleum relief
prints illuminating the preamble and articles of the UDHR.
The declaration was adopted by the United Nations in
1948 to address many of the injustices that took place
during the World War II, including issues pertaining to
civil rights, economic rights, political rights, sexual rights,
environmental rights, social rights, and developmental
rights. Three prints from this series will be on view as well as
an artist book capturing all 30 articles affirming individual’s
rights as expressed in the text.
Engages Editions: Creative Advocacy in Print also celebrates
the release of Booklyn’s newest trade publication Freedom of
the Presses: Artists’ Books in the 21st Century and encourages
artists, authors, and social practitioners to create and collect
artists’ books as a tool for social justice.
Booklyn, Brooklyn Army Terminal, Building B-7G
140 58th Street, Brooklyn, NY 11220, USA.
https://booklyn.org/event/engaged-editions/
Constanze Kreiser - Wasser und Feuer
Galerie B, Frankfurt (Oder), Germany
Until 15th December 2018
A residency exhibition showing digestive processes with
water and fire. There are photos of the river Odra to start
with, also the slightly occult ideas of Paracelsus to guide the
processes. See also page 35 of this issue for book works.
Haus der Künste, Lindenstraße 4, 15230 Frankfurt (Oder),
Germany http://www.ffkv.info/ www.kunstdenken.de
Ripples in the open
Gracia Haby and Louise Jennison
ArtSpace at Realm, Ringwood, VIC, Australia
Until 27th January 2019
Gracia Haby and Louise Jennison have been commissioned
to create a huge collage for ArtSpace at Realm, presented
as a floor-to-ceiling printed landscape featuring portholes
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of moving collage comprised of stunning lenticular
photographs of animals.

Image above © Gracia Haby & Louise Jennison

This exhibition invites you to join the artists in an
exploration of things hidden in plain sight and to be
immersed in an imaginary and not-so imaginary world.
Saturday 17th January 2019 - Join ‘Ripples in the Open’
artists Gracia Haby and Louise Jennison in a fabulous zine
making workshop! Collage across the spread of your very
own stitched zine. Bring along any printed and photocopied
snippets, images, and text collected from your surroundings,
and in the workshop you will cut and glue them into place
to create your own artwork.

Gracia Haby & Louise Jennison, Paw Pad Path, 2018, printed zine.
Photograph © Gracia Haby & Louise Jennison

In addition, you will learn to fold and stitch a simple
zine structure. Paper, glue, thread, and equipment are
all provided, however please bring along anything you’d
like to include in your collage be they magazine cuttings,
photocopies of things that interest you, original drawings.
The world is your oyster; the paper is your universe!
2 to 4pm, Ages 12+. Cost $5 AUD
Booking essential: https://www.trybooking.com/ZBZM
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ArtSpace at Realm, 179 Maroondah Highway, Ringwood,
VIC 3134, Australia.
http://www.maroondah.vic.gov.au/Explore/Arts-inMaroondah-new/Arts-venues-and-spaces/ArtSpace-atRealm
Sara MacKillop - Double Glazed
Florence Loewy gallery, Paris, France
Until 12th January 2019
Text by David Bussel: Questionnaire
How do you make an image? Is there ever a limit to what
it can be or do? Where are its borders and what are its
frames–outsides and insides–or rather its flows? How do
you conceive an image and through what kind of lens? But
equally, what might that lens occlude? There is a difference
between what you can’t see and what you don’t want to see,
or, moreover, what you misrecognise as such. The question,
thus, is what are the collectively diverse conditions for art’s
becoming and what are the collectively diverse conditions
for its receivership, its production and its meaning?
A promise? A true fiction? A mutual exchange? But then
what about lack? How can lack or debt or expenditure be
inscribed internally in the work and what of its affects?
What about a work’s materiality as a thing? When you see
the materials that produce a work of art what traces do
those materials make present, index or even hide? What
about labour for example–both the production of materials
and the artistic labour enacted upon them? The commodity
form and alienation? What set of social relations are
inscribed here as history? As time and memory? How does
form obscure content? Or rather, what kind of content can
we extract from form through its becoming, through its
activation (the making of art) and its reception?
This is about circulation, the act. When we look at images,
photography or reproductive process, we are looking at
embedded information but information that circulates,
that is not stable or sedentary, non-affirmative, especially
so when images and surfaces are blocked, reflected,
taped, made illegible, obscured, screened out, imposed or
bleached by the sun. So where does the energy come from?
How can we speak about these procedures on the level of
representation when representation itself is under erasure,
effaced? What kind of negativity is produced? Is it a political
economy of the abyss? A kind of pictorial violence that hurts
the image, a form of self-vandalisation? Or does that socalled violence actually engender different ways of seeing,
of working against the work, from inception to reception, as
a different way to collectively participate in image-making?
Visual forfeiture through relational gain? It’s all about the
work of the work. No?
We are happy to present the new special edition by Sara
MacKillop SWATCHBOOK published by Laurel Parker
Edition. 2018, 31 x 22 x 6 cm (approx) 15 ex + 3 AP.
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A folder with 4 foldout screens creating an exhibition space,
and marking 10 years of publishing by the artist. Digital
prints, silkscreens, hot stamping, mixed media.
		
Florence Loewy gallery / books
9-11 rue de Thorigny, 75003 Paris, France.
Tel: +33 1 44 78 98 45
gallery : www.florenceloewy.gallery
books : www.florenceloewy.com
info@florenceloewy.com

Her work has been exhibited in every major museum
in New Jersey, including the Newark Museum, NJ State
Museum, Morris Museum, Montclair Art Museum,
Noyes Museum and has been featured in solo shows at
the AtriumGallery, Bard College at Simon’s Rock, MA,
Intermezzo Gallery, BergenPAC, NJ, Brooklyn Library, NY
and Carter Burden Gallery, NYC.
Her artwork, using the bookas a metaphor, addresses
environmental and social concerns, change and
transformation, information received and denied, altered
reality, as well as the concept of multiple imagery, which
highlights the strength and energy of repeated elements.
Nacht explained “The artworks being shown are examples
of my interest in recycling; taking something that retains its
past, but lives again in a totally new form.” She continued,
“We are all affected by changes in the environment and
are beginning to realize the need to recycle to protect our
future. I hope my work will increase awareness of these
changes and will get people thinking about recycling,
reusing, and repurposing.”
The Recycled News collage series has images that are
selected intuitively, and added to until a story with mixed
visuals and related colors evolve. History is chronicled with
pages from current newspapers and the recycled news is
seen again in a different context. The slightly out-of-focus
images are both mysterious and texturally rich, which blur
ideas, soften harsh facts, build layers, create mystery, and
leave the work open to multi-interpretations.

Irmari Nacht REcycled: Books and News - a show of
sculptures and collages
Fifth Floor Gallery, Hackensack, NJ, USA
Until 31st December 2018
Irmari Nacht, Englewood, is exhibiting artwork with an
environmental theme “REcycled: Books and News - a show
of sculptures and collages” at the “Fifth Floor Gallery” in the
County building, One Bergen County Plaza, Hackensack,
NJ. This solo exhibition of Nacht’s work can be seen
presently through Dec 31.
Irmari Nacht’s art is in several corporate and public
collections: AT&T, PSE&G, ADP, Newark Museum,
International Museum of Collage, Bowdoin College,
Jimmy Carter Museum, Cleveland Institute of Art, Rutgers
University, Yuko Nii Foundation, Lafayette College, and
Yale Art Museum. She exhibits internationally, as well
as nationally, and received two NJ State Council on the
Arts Fellowships in Sculpture. She received a second
Puffin Foundation Grant for Who Am I? an interactive
project where the viewer becomes part of the artwork. She
recently received an award as a Visual Arts Winner of the
2018 World Citizen Artists Compete for Peace - Not War
Competition.
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Irmari Nacht’s recycled books, a series entitled “SAVED”,
uses books that otherwise might be discarded and
transforms them into artworks. The books are cut,
sometimes into slivers which curl and undulate, and return
to the tree-like shape from which the paper was made.
Sometimes painted, wetted, and re-formed, the books
have changed from utilitarian objects to sculptural objects
capable of many interpretations. Lately, the books have
exploded from their spines: a 4” book has grown to 30”
through a series of cuts and spirals reaching out to the
viewer with subliminal messages.
The gallery is on the fifth floor at One Bergen County Plaza,
Hackensack, NJ, USA.
COVER ARTIST FOR THIS ISSUE OF THE BAN:
From Linda Parr, WBN coordinator for 2020:
World Book Night United Artists plan to explore and mine
Dylan Thomas’s Under Milk Wood as their celebration for
World Book Night, encouraged by Jeremy Dixon’s microbook Finding Your Way to Dylan Thomas (Hazard Press).
Under Milk Wood - A Play for Voices was finished in 1953,
Thomas’s last work, a radio play, famously and variously
expressed in film and TV.
We will go back to the book.
Read it, preferably out loud, imagine Richard Burton’s
chocolate voice and love the words. Enjoy the sounds,
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wonderful descriptions and juicy alliterations. Meet the salty
sea-side inhabitants of the town under Milk Wood, and read
about yellowing dickybird-watching pictures, The Rustle of
Spring, bouncing bedspring grass, germs and pelicans, silky
petticoats, and the jolly, rogered sea.
Please respond to the book by choosing just ten words
(hybrid and hyphenated words also acceptable) to Sarah
Bodman by 1st March 2019, as detailed in the WBN call
on page 24 of this issue.
COURSES, CONFERENCES, LECTURES & WORKSHOPS
London Centre for Book Arts Workshops
London Centre for Book Arts (LCBA) is an artist-run,
open-access educational and resource centre dedicated to
book arts. Our mission is to foster and promote book arts
and artist-led publishing in the UK through teaching and
access to specialist facilities. We host regular workshops in
bookbinding, printing, and other related disciplines.
As always, find the complete and up-to-date listing of our
workshops at LCBA on our Workshops page:
http://londonbookarts.org/workshops/
London Centre for Book Arts, Unit 18, Ground Floor,
Britannia Works, Dace Road, Fish Island, London E3 2NQ,
UK. http://londonbookarts.org

Leather Paring without the blood, sweat and tears with
Arthur Green, 23rd February 2019
This one-day hands on workshop will introduce safe and
effective working methods for paring bookbinding leathers
by hand. The day will cover edge paring, working with a
spokeshave, and thinning down leather with a Scarf-fix.
Also includes some basic tool selection, maintenance and
sharpening. Suitable for beginners and those with some
experience. This workshop forms part of the curriculum for
City & Guilds level 2. Places are limited and priority will be
given to C&G students. Fee includes materials and lunch.
£100
For further details and booking information please contact
Diana Illingworth-Cook on 07853 319250, by email at:
owlbarnstudio@btinternet.com or go to:
http://www.owlbarnstudio.uk
Classes at the Minnesota Center for Book Arts, USA
MCBA offers classes for adults on a wide variety of topics
and at all skill levels, from total beginner to seasoned expert.
Supply fees cover workshop materials and expendable
studio supplies such as solvents, rags, waste disposal, safety
supplies and small tools. Sales tax is included in the total.
Adult classes are eligible for credit toward MCBA’s Core
Certificate or Advanced Certificate in Book Arts; more
information is available on the Certificate Programs page:
http://www.mnbookarts.org/certificate
Minnesota Center for Book Arts, 1011 Washington Ave. S.
#100, Minneapolis, MN 55415, USA
http://www.mnbookarts.org

OWL BARN STUDIO, Devon, UK
OBS is delighted to announce two new workshops with
guest tutors Dominic Riley and Arthur Green. Dominic is
teaching the Millimetre Binding Workshop in September
2018. Arthur is bringing his Leather Paring (without the
blood, sweat and tears) Workshop in February 2019. Book
early for both these workshops.
Owl Barn Studio in North Devon offers expert bookbinding
tuition from City & Guilds qualified tutor from beginners
up to Level 2. Also offers courses in contemporary
structures suitable for binders, book artists, print makers,
calligraphers, scrapbookers, etc.
City & Guilds Study Days with Diana Illingworth-Cook
8th Dec 2018
Aimed at those who already have bookbinding
experience or who are unable to attend a full week’s
course and who wish to work towards a City & Guilds
Bookbinding qualification. Take as many or as few
sessions as you need to cover all the techniques and
skills you need for Levels 1 and 2 including the design
unit. Students will also be given guidance on how to
make and present the items, samples, and other evidence
required for subsequent assessment. Alternative dates
available on request. £65 per day or £280 for 5 days
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Classes at the San Francisco Center for the Book:
San Francisco Center for the Book offers more than
300 workshops each year in three broad categories:
Printing, Binding, and Related Arts. From bookbinding
and letterpress printing to workshops with local and
international instructors, our offerings in Binding, Printing,
Arts, and Calligraphy have something for everyone.
Come explore the book arts with us! All workshops can be
viewed and booked at: https://sfcb.org/workshops
San Francisco Center for the Book
375 Rhode Island Street, San Francisco CA 94103, USA.
https://sfcb.org
OTTER EDUCATION
Bookbinding Courses and Tuition in Winchester and
Midhurst, UK
Otter Bookbinding Ltd has given birth to Otter Education
Ltd. It offers a monthly timetable with the ethos being on
flexibility in learning at your own pace and around your life.
Although the classes are held on Saturday - Monday from
10am to 5pm you can choose just one day or all three.
You can work towards a City and Guilds qualification,
our own curriculum, combine the two, or do your own
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thing at your own pace or come and have individual one
to one classes. Held in the South East of England in either
Midhurst or Winchester, please see below for dates.
EDUCATION DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
2, 3, 4 February 2019, 2, 3, 4 March 2019, 6, 7, 8 April 2019
4, 5, 6 May 2019, 1, 2, 3 June 2019, 6, 7, 8 July 2019

Start bookbinding
Discover the art of handmade books! Three days of
progressive projects will guide you through core techniques
and prepare you to experiment, design and craft your own
unique books. VD440 25 Jan - 22 Feb Fridays 10:00-13:00
Full £159 Senior £127 Concession £97
Boxes for prints
Learn how to make a clamshell box from board, bookcloth
and paper. Leave with a completed box to house existing
small scale prints and objects or for future work.
VD276 10 Apr - 11 Apr Weds and Thurs 11:00-17:00 Full
£109 Senior £109 Concession £109
Book and paper arts

Choose just one day or all three.
Costs are £100 for one day and £70 per day for three days.
Contact us to book your place, via:
https://www.ottereducation.com/contact
See our website for more details:
https://www.ottereducation.com
City Lit Bookbinding – Spring courses 2019
Keeley Street, Covent Garden, London WC2B 4BA, UK
Discounts are available on some courses. For further
information including full course outlines visit:
https://www.citylit.ac.uk/courses/art-and-design/
contemporary-crafts/bookbinding
enquiries: visualarts@citylit.ac.uk
Enrolments: 020 7831 7831 or infoline@citylit.ac.uk

Taster day in bookbinding
Dip your fingers into bookbinding. Learn a little about the
history, materials and craft of bookbinding while making a
simple binding to take home. A chance to discuss further
study in bookbinding at City Lit. VD265 14 April Sunday
10:30-16:30 Full £69 Senior £69 Concession £69
Long and higher courses
Bookbinding: Bradel binding
The Bradel binding can be traced back to the eighteenth
century and although it resembles a case binding, the
techniques used to construct the book make it much more
durable. This structure can be adapted for use with paper,
cloth and leather. Not suitable for beginners.
VD434 21 Feb - 07 Mar Thursdays 10:30-16:30 Full £179
Senior £143 Concession £109
Bookbinding: beginners
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Book arts: experimental structures
This course is designed to explore ideas of layering,
depth and structure using sculptural and theatrical book
structures, collage and paper cut-throughs. You will be able
to develop your ideas and skills in the making of unique
hand made books. VD288 14 Jan - 18 Feb Mondays 10:3016:30 Full £289 Senior £231 Concession £176
Print into book intensive
Explore the three dimensional possibilities of print. This
course will encourage you to develop your initial ideas
through experiments with printmaking techniques and
bookbinding structures to create an artist’s book. Some
printmaking and/or bookbinding experience may be
beneficial but not essential. VS026 18 Jan – 12 Apr Fridays
18.00 – 21.00 Full £269 Senior £269 Concessions £164
Designer books for book designers I
Interested in how to make dynamic book structures? Then
this is the course for you - an opportunity to create a series
of books based on individual key graphic design elements line, colour, shape, image and type.
VD414 17 Mar - 31 Mar Sundays 10:30-16:30 Full £149
Senior £119 Concession £91
Bookbinding: experiments in paper folding
Explore colour, structure, and layering to produce exciting
sculptural forms. By combining and extending techniques
such as origami and concertina folding, cutting, piercing
and slotting, you will create your own unique books.
VD419 09 Feb - 16 Feb Saturdays 10:30-16:30 Full £129
Senior £103 Concession £79
Book arts: dye, print, stitch
Learn how to create exciting new materials from paper
and fabric for use on your book arts and textile projects.
Experiment with dyes, print techniques and hand sewing
or begin to combine all three to produce samples and
artwork to make personalised endpapers, pages, covers and
individual textile pieces. Suitable for beginners.
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VD433 03 Mar - 07 Apr Sundays 11:00-15:00 Full £209
Senior £209 Concession £127
Book arts: graphic techniques and book structure
A series of creative exercises and detailed instructions on
how to fold, sew, and bind designed pages into an eyecatching multi-section exposed spine book.
VD334 04 Mar - 11 Mar Mondays 10:30-16:30 Full £129
Senior £103 Concessions £79
DIY publishing: pamphlets and chapbooks
Create a hands-on experience for your reader with a DIY
book. Develop self-publishing techniques using your own
content within a traditional book form that is simple to
learn, quick to produce and easy to edition.
VD432 18 Mar - 08 Apr Mondays 10:30-16:30 Full £199
Senior £159 Concessions £121
Wooden boarded binding
The earliest books were sewn on to wooden boards. On this
short course you will learn about early book structures and
create a Coptic binding using some historical techniques
and materials. VD316 29 Mar - 12 Apr Fridays 10:30-16:30
Full £179 Senior £143 Concession £109
Book conservation and repair

in the context of bookbinding, fashion, textiles, fine art or
jewellery? This course will broaden your expertise.
VD251 24 Jan - 14 Feb Thursday 10:30-16:30 Full £199
Senior £159 Concession £121
City Lit, Keeley Street, Covent Garden, London WC2B 4BA.
https://www.citylit.ac.uk
St Bride Foundation
Bride Lane Fleet Street, London, UK
Workshops - St Bride Foundation opened its workshop in
2010 on the site of the Foundation’s former gymnasium,
offering hands-on training in traditional printing and
engraving techniques, as well as evening classes, print
history courses and summer schools.
Our courses are suitable for any interested party, be
they beginners or experienced printers, with a range of
workshops and academic sessions tailored to each. Whether
it’s mastering letterpress or learning about print’s past and
future, we have the perfect programme to help you develop
your skills. View all available courses here:
https://www.sbf.org.uk/whats-on/category/workshops/
Love Letters, Paris
Workshop with Rachel Hazell
11th – 16th February 2019
Paris has a reputation for romance – ignite your own love
affair with a hand-bound book of letters.

Book conservation and repair: leather-bound books
Learn paper repair including toning, lining and infilling,
and the repair and conservation of tight and hollowbacked full, half or quarter leather-bindings. Ideal if you
have some bookbinding experience. VD203 16 Jan - 03
Apr Wednesdays 10:30-16:30 Full £469 Senior £375
Concession £286
Book conservation and repair workshop: intermediate and
advanced Ideal if you have some bookbinding conservation
experience and want to develop your skills further by
working on your own projects with advice and guidance.
Each term will include demonstrations that focus on a
different aspect of book conservation. VD246 23 Jan - 03
Apr Wednesdays 18:00-21:00 Full £339 Senior £339
Concessions £207
Book conservation for beginners: 2
Learn how to repair cloth case volumes and ’perfect’
bindings. Identify and repair different book structures such
as hollow and tight backed books and how to pare and tone
leather for book repair. VD325 24 Jan - 11 Apr Thursdays
18:00-21:00 Full £349 Senior £349 Concession £213
Leather: specialist courses
Working with leather: decorative techniques
A four-day introduction into traditional and contemporary
leather decorating techniques. Are you working with leather
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Describe the city of passion and light in hand-written inky
letters, bound in envelopes created with paper selected from
specialist boutiques. Find inspiration and materials at the
flea market and artisan shops. Fill pages with the love of
Paris and all your discoveries.
Rachel Hazell shares her knowledge and experience with
you over five full days. £1,395.00
https://www.thetravellingbookbinder.com/product/paris/
The Complete Book Artist 2019
A year-long course with Sylvia Waltering
Hot Bed Press, Salford, UK
New to book arts?
If you are and would like to learn more, Hot Bed Press
might just have the answer. We run The Complete Book
Artist – a year-long course in book arts running over 30
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weeks; February to June & September to December, tutored
by Sylvia Waltering with other respected guest lecturers.

Also we offer Saturday classes: Marbling, Paste Papers &
Gelli Prints is on 9th February. Greek Binding is on 6th
April 2019.
Albert Road North, Malvern, Worcestershire, WR14 2YH,
UK. For more information and to book a place please
phone reception on 01684 565351 or email
receptionma@wcg.ac.uk
BINDING re:DEFINED
The 2019 programme for BINDING re:DEFINED is now
online. There is a great line-up of international tutors who
will be in Wiltshire to share their expertise on a wide range
of topics. We hope you can join us.
March - The Zhen Xian Bao (Chinese Thread Book) with
Lori Sauer

We also run weekend and evening courses in book arts,
letterpress and printmaking. To find out more or to register
an interest to book on our next course call 0161 743 3111 or
email info@hotbedpress.org
Hot Bed Press
1st Floor Casket Works, Cow Lane, Salford, M5 4NB, UK.
https://www.hotbedpress.org
Malvern Hills College Courses, UK
Malvern Hills College (Malvern School of Art) offers
“Books as Art incorporating mixed media” classes on
Fridays, 14.00-16.30. Tutor: Anna Yevtukh. 11 weeks term
starts on 25th January. Working with a practicing book
artist and combining contemporary book-making methods
with different mixed media techniques will enable you to
discover the magic of handmade books. The room has all
professional bookbinding tools, materials, etc.

May - Scroll in a Box with Claudia Benvestito
June - Islamic paper Making with Radha Pandey and
Johan Solberg
September - Perfect Measuring, Cutting and Folding with
Tine Noreille
November - Layer by Layer with Rita Lass
Please visit our website for all the details:
http://www.bookbindingworkshops.com
Email: bookbindingsworkshops@gmail.com
Or ring Lori Sauer on 01672 851638
BINDING re:DEFINED aims to inspire a wider appreciation
of book structures and how they make an intelligent
contribution to the aesthetic of the finished work. The focus
of our carefully selected programme remains firmly in
the tradition of well-crafted pieces that exhibit the best in
contemporary design. We are based in Wiltshire’s beautiful
Vale of Pewsey and are easily reached by road or rail.
http://www.bookbindingworkshops.com
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papers, bookbinding, leather bags and restaurants. In the
mornings we are having the workshop and in the afternoon
interesting visits in various places such as a library with a
very precious collection of old decorated papers.
More information: monica@langwe.se
Limited number of participants.

Workshops at BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art
Gateshead, UK
Artist Book Making Workshop
Fri 1st March 2019 10.30 & 14.00 £6*
Celebrate World Book Day by making a book with artist
Theresa Easton in this informal workshop. This practical
and creative session will explore book-making techniques
including Chapbooks, pamphlet stitch, concertina and
Turkish Fold. *Plus online booking fee
Poetry Zine Making Workshop
Thu 21st March 2019 10.30 £6*
Celebrate World Poetry Day in this Poetry Zine Making
Workshop with artist and poet Stevie Ronnie. Explore texts
from BALTIC Library in this intimate engaging session
where you’ll be guided through the process of making a
Poetry Zine. *Plus online booking fee
Zine Making Workshop
Sat 9th Feb 2019 10.30 £6*
Book your space on an intimate Zine Making Workshop
taking place Saturday 9 February 2019. Join Gary Malkin,
BALTIC Archivist, to make a zine or artist’s book in this
three-hour workshop, using the BALTIC Library collection
as a source of inspiration. *Plus online booking fee

Spring Workshops for 2019:
“Papper och stygn” ABC-house in Brussels, Belgium, 16-17
February 2019
“Bookdesign” University of Arts, Crafts and Design, Sweden
4-8 March 2019
“Creative bookbinding” Munka folkögskola, Sweden 8-12
July 2019
“Papyrus out of plants” Langwe Studio, Sweden 19-21 July
2019
“Limp bindings from the Vatican Library” Langwe Studio,
Sweden 2-4 August 2019
More information on my website: http://www.langwe.se
Red Hot Press - Open Access Print Workshop,
Southampton, UK
Red Hot Press in Southampton runs a regular programme of
printmaking, letterpress and bookbinding courses.
Upcoming Bookbinding Courses:
Books and Boxes Weekend
26th - 27th January 2019
Make a hardback sectional sewn book and a slipcase.

BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art
South Shore Road, Gateshead
NE8 3BA UK
http://baltic.art
Workshops news from Monika Langwe:

Stab Bound Sketchbook Day
Sunday 3rd March 2019
Make a softback and hardback stab bound sketchbook.
For more info and booking visit:
http://www.redhotpress.org.uk/courses/

Decorated papers and bindings in Rome
In September 2019 my workshop will be held Rome
For five whole days our main focus will be on decorated
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Studio West End, Australia
21st SUMMER WORKSHOP
Tutors: WIM de VOS and ADELE OUTTERIDGE
7th - 25th JANUARY 2019
Join us for one, two or three weeks in January for this
exciting, intensive multimedia workshop run by two
internationally recognised artists. The workshop will include
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printmaking, book arts, drawing, painting and 3D media.
Participants may specialise in one medium or work with
several. Individual project based work is also encouraged.
As the class size is limited, there will be plenty of flexibility.
Suitable for all levels, drawing experience not essential.

(2015), Cyprus (2015), UWE Library (2016): http://www.
bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/sumiexh/
Limited places for participants - so early booking is
advisable. More information can be found on the RA
website: https://www.royalacademy.org.uk/event/coursesclasses-paper-manipulation
More info on https://www.saatchiart.com/sumiperera
Email:sumi_perera@hotmail.com
ANNOUNCEMENTS

9:30am to 4:00pm, Mon to Friday.
COST: $1,995, (3 weeks), $1,350, (2 weeks), $695 (1 week)
Full information at:
https://www.studiowestend.com/21st-summer-workshop/

From Cat Miller: A petition to help save MA Book Arts
course at Camberwell College from closure, please sign at:
https://chn.ge/2yX5Uu6

Station Road | Creative Precinct, 241/F Station Road,
Yeerongpilly, 4105 Brisbane, QLD, Australia.

An invitation from Field Study International:

Paper manipulation and 3D assemblage at the Royal
Academy, London, UK with Sumi Perera [SuperPress
EDITIONS] Weekend-long practical course 16th - 17th
March 2019, 10.30am - 5.30pm each day. In this weekendlong course, led by award winning artist and academic
Sumi Perera RE, participants will be taught the properties
and principles of paper constructions, learning the diverse
practical methods involved in manipulating paper to make
three-dimensional models that can contract and expand.

OPPORTUNITIES

This is an opportunity to make a site-specific work at the
Royal Academy in the newly built Clore Learning Centre
during its 250th anniversary.
There will also be an optional opportunity to contribute
towards a collaborative exhibition: Sumi Perera et. al
[SuperPress EDITIONS] previously exhibited in London
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Printed Matter, Inc. presents THE LA ART BOOK FAIR
April 12–14, 2019. Preview: Thursday, April 11
Exhibitor applications are now open for Printed Matter’s
2019 LA Art Book Fair (LAABF).
Deadline 11th December 2018, apply here:
https://printedmatterinc.submittable.com/submit
Initiated in 2013, LAABF is the companion fair to the
NY Art Book Fair. The two fairs are among the leading
international gatherings for the distribution of artists’
books, celebrating the full breadth of the art publishing
community.
Held at The Geffen Contemporary at MOCA in
downtown Los Angeles over three days, LAABF 2019 will
welcome hundreds of exhibitors from around the world,
including a broad range of artists and collectives, small
presses, institutions, galleries, antiquarian booksellers,
and distributors. With a commitment to diversity and
representation, the event will serve as a meeting place for an
extended community of publishers and book enthusiasts, as
well as a site for dialogue and exchange around all facets of
arts publishing.
The Geffen Contemporary at MOCA, Los Angeles, CA,
USA. Free entrance. http://laartbookfair.net
The GUILD OF BOOK WORKERS JOURNAL invites
submissions of papers, articles, essays and proposals for
photo galleries for our forthcoming issue. Both members
and non-members are welcome to submit.
DEADLINE: 15th December 2018
SEND QUERIES AND SUBMISSIONS TO:
journal@guildofbookworkers.org.
We welcome lavishly illustrated submissions addressing
any of the fields represented by the Guild’s membership,
including but not limited to:
BOOKBINDING (how-to articles; discussions of structures
and finishing techniques, both old and new)
PAPERMAKING/DECORATING (hand papermaking,
marbling, paste paper)
ARTISTS’ BOOKS (innovative structures, examinations of
an artist’s body of work)
HISTORY (little-known events, figures, or movements; new
findings about a period or particular development in the
history of the book and book arts)
CONSERVATION (treatment techniques, what does or does
not work, and how this information can be broadly applied
to the book arts)
ALLIED TECHNIQUES (calligraphy, printing, toolmaking)
PROFILES (interviews with book artists, practitioners,
conservators, collectors)
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GALLERIES (presenting selections from a collection or
exhibition, accompanied by a profile of the collection or
exhibit)
All submissions are subject to review and revisions may
be requested before an article is accepted for publication.
For more information about the review and editorial
process, see “Creating the GBW Journal,” pp. 8-9 in the
GBW Newsletter at https://guildofbookworkers.org/sites/
guildofbookworkers.org/files/newsletter/gbw232.pdf
Complete submission guidelines are available at:
https://guildofbookworkers.org/sites/guildofbookworkers.
org/files/journal/journal_guidelines.pdf
To see sample back issues, visit our website at:
https://guildofbookworkers.org/journal
CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS: The CODEX Papers:
A new annual review from the CODEX Foundation
A call for submissions for CODEX Papers No. 2 (the first
issue will appear early 2019). The CODEX Foundation is
pleased to announce a new and forthcoming publication,
The CODEX Papers, an international review of
contemporary book arts.
Our editorial brief is to publish papers that promote a clear
understanding of the enormously complex and historically
rich field of the book arts, including:
· Scholarly, bibliographical, and historical perspectives
· Research, reports, and critical articles on contemporary
book arts
· On the future development of the codex
· Photo essays documenting studios, ateliers, and libraries
· Interviews and profiles
· Book and exhibition reviews and publishing perspectives
· Collecting contemporary book arts
· Letters to the editors, opinion, and travel
· Dispatches from the global perspective
o Codex Antipodes
o Codex Mexico
o Codex Nordica
The CODEX Foundation’s mission is to preserve and
promote the arts of the book and, in the broadest possible
context, to bring to public recognition the high artisanship
and the rich history of printing and publishing as an
instrument of civilization.
The Foundation’s focus is to create an exciting and lively
marketplace for contemporary book arts. To that end we
established the biennial CODEX International Book Fair
and Symposium as a global resource for artists, collectors,
curators, librarians, printers, students, and scholars. In
support of our mission and to record the lectures presented
at the first CODEX International Symposium in 2007,
we published Book Art Object 1 followed in 2012 by
Book Art Object 2. Both volumes were received to great
acclaim, broadcasting word of the CODEX Book Fair
and Symposium far and wide. These substantial reference
volumes (972 combined combined pages) are complimented
by CODE(X)+1 a series of small monographs (this Summer
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we published No. 14) dedicated to single critical themes and
the artist’s voice. We are now pleased to add The CODEX
Papers to our distinguished list of publications.
Please submit proposals including title and subject to
gwcloud@codexfoundation.org by 15th December 2018
for issue number 2. Copy deadline is 1st February 2019.
CODEX Foundation
2203 Fourth Street, Berkeley, CA 94710, USA
http://codexfoundation.org

produced limited editions, zines, folios and multiples,
sculptural or altered books and book based installation or
film. Submitting is as simple as completing our submission
form and sending the very best photos of your work.
You can find full details on the website:
https://www.turnthepage.org.uk/submit
Submission Deadline: Friday 21st December 2018 at
midnight GMT.

Call for participants: Artists’ BookMarket
Fruitmarket Gallery, Edinburgh, UK
9th and 10th February 2019
Artists’ BookMarket is Edinburgh’s annual celebration
of artists’ book culture, with a Friday night lecture and a
fair running over two busy weekend days. Stalls are laid
out across three floors of gallery, and two venues, and are
complemented by a busy events and workshops programme.
Our more than two thousand visitors come from across
Scotland, the north of England and beyond to make this
date with artists’ books and artist-led publishing.

Call for Papers - I am delighted to announce that the turn
the page Symposium will be returning in 2019.
The symposium will he held on 16th May at The Forum in
Norwich in conjunction with turn the page Artists Book
Fair 2019. I am honoured to welcome Les Bicknell and
Maria White as our Keynote Speakers for 2019.

The Fruitmarket Gallery and Stills Gallery, Scotland’s Centre
for Photography partner to deliver this event.

The inaugural symposium covered topics as broad as
appropriation as art, book arts in the library, and the
book as map. I look forward to receiving your proposals for
what I are sure will be an equally diverse and exciting day of
book arts.

Deadline for applications is 16th December 2018.
Applications via CuratorSpace:
https://www.curatorspace.com/opportunities/detail/artistsbookmarket--and--february/2788

The turn the page page Symposium promotes new research
and is hosted in conjunction with turn the page Artists
Book Fair. Proposals are welcome from artists, creators,
publishers and academics that explore the many facets of
the artist’s book.

From Rosie Sherwood - turn the page: Call For Artists
I am thrilled to announce that submissions are NOW
being accepted for turn the page 2019, a two day artists’
book event held in the stunning glass Atrium of The Forum
building in Norwich City Centre on Friday 17th and
Saturday 18th May 2019.

Subjects could include but in no way limited to:
The book as object, the book as a journey, curating the
book, book artists as independent publishers, fine art
presses, the haptic in book arts, intertextuality, materiality,
book arts and technology, book arts in special collections,
collaboration in book arts production.

The only event of its type and calibre in the Eastern Region,
the fair offers a unique platform for artists whose work is
book based OR informed by the physical or conceptual
properties of the book.

Abstracts are for twenty-minute papers and should be no
more than 250 - 300 words. Proposals for papers should be
sent as attached Word documents, with a short biography
appended, and submitted by 31st January 2019 to
ttpbookfair@gmail.com

A variety of exhibiting options are available including tables,
plinths, wall or floor space and display cabinets and will
showcase an eclectic mix of work including traditionally
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You can find full details and an optional submissions form
on the website https://www.turnthepage.org.uk/symposium
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Artist’s book prize of the Herzog August Library 2019
The collection of artists’ books held by the Herzog August
Bibliothek was founded in the 1950s with contemporary
works of art by well-known French painters, known as
“livres de peintre”. Artists have approached the medium of
the Artist book in both traditional as well as experimental
ways and these developments can be traced in the library‘s
internationally renowned collection.
The Herzog August Bibliothek and the Curt Mast
Jägermeister Stiftung are now announcing an annual prize
to be awarded to a book artist. The prize is also a tribute
to Dr. Sabine Solf and her support of the library and the
work of its foundations. During her employment at library
she contributed tothe establishment of the collection and
maintained important contacts with artists and galleries.
The successful candidate will receive 6,000 € for the
production of an artist‘s book inspired by the historic
holdings of the Herzog August Bibliothek or themes
inspired by them. The award holder will have the
opportunity to work at the Herzog August Bibliothek for
up to 1 month and be a part of the international group of
scholars working there. Accommodation will be arranged
by the library and the stay in Wolfenbüttel may be split into
shorter visits.
Deadline for applications - 31st December 2018.
For full details see:
http://www.hab.de/files/18_10_k_stlerbuchpreis_eng.pdf
Field Report 2018 - Field Study began in 1993 as a way of
reclaiming the negative spaces between art and life.

Activities stemming from Field Study are emanations and
group emanations are manifestations. Field Study sees each
work as a manifestation of a collective spirit.
Everyone is welcome to become a member of Field Study,
irrespective of their arts practice, and contribute to the
Field Report.
Deadline 31st December 2018.
http://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com
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Residential Scholar Awards at The Yale Center for British
Art, USA:
The Yale Center for British Art offers three types of shortterm residential awards to scholars undertaking research
related to British art. While in residence, scholars have
access to the Center’s rich holdings of paintings, sculptures,
drawings, prints, rare books, and manuscripts, as well as
primary and secondary reference materials. Scholars are
also able to take advantage of the extensive collections
at other Yale museums and libraries. They are given a
dedicated working space in the Center’s Reference Library
and encouraged to participate in events and programmes,
as well as to engage with the scholarly community of the
university.
Visiting Scholar Awards
These awards provide academic, museum, and independent
scholars, as well as doctoral students, working in any field
related to British visual and material culture an opportunity
to study the Center’s collection. The deadline for the
2019/2020 application cycle is 7th January 2019
https://britishart.yale.edu/research/residential-scholarawards
Curatorial Scholar Awards
These awards are intended for curators who are based in
museums in the UK and engaged in significant curatorial
work in any field of British art. Applications from curators at
municipal and regional museums are especially encouraged.
The deadline for the 2019/2020 application cycle is
14th January 2019. https://britishart.yale.edu/research/
residential-scholar-awards
AHRC International Placement Scheme (IPS) Scholar
Awards
These awards are open to early career researchers, research
assistants, and doctoral students. Proposed research must
be in a discipline, which may include history, history of art,
literature, or other field, that relates to British art. These
awards are funded by the UK Arts and Humanities Research
Council, and applications must be made through the AHRC.
The call for applications will be announced by the AHRC
in the fall of 2018. Applicants should visit the AHRC IPS
website: https://ahrc.ukri.org/funding/apply-for-funding/
archived-opportunities/internationalplacementscheme/
From Jim Kelly: Wells College Press 2019 Chapbook
Competition. Wells College Press invites submissions to
its annual Poetry Chapbook Contest. The deadline for the
2018 competition is January 15, 2019.
The author of the chosen manuscript will receive 10 copies
of the letterpress printed, hand-sewn chapbook. The author
will also be invited to read from her or his new chapbook
at Wells College in the fall of 2019. The poet will receive a
$1,000 honorarium + room and board for the reading.
We print editions of 150 signed and numbered copies.
We craft every aspect of our chapbooks individually
and obsessively: Prior chapbooks have included type
and ornament cast in metal at the Bixler Letterfoundry
in Skaneatles as well as wood engravings specifically
commissioned for those projects. Our books also feature
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hand-set title pages and hand-sewn bindings. The winning
chapbook will continue this tradition of craftsmanship.
Past winners include Janis Esch’s What Longing Is, Michael
Jennings’ River Time, J.R. Tappenden’s Independent City,
Annie Lighhart’s Lantern, and Bret Shepard’s Negative
Compass.

Print Networks committee: Caroline Archer-Parré;
Catherine Armstrong; Maureen Bell; Giles Bergel; Julia
Burdett; John Hinks; Barry McKay; Nickianne Moody;
David Osbaldestin; Lisa Peters

Submission Guidelines can be found at:
https://wellsbookartscenter.org/2018/11/15/wells-collegepress-2019-chapbook-competition
CALL FOR PAPERS - DREGS, DROSS AND DEBRIS:
THE ART OF TRANSIENT PRINT, 9th and 10th July
2019, Liverpool John Moores University, UK
An opportunity to take a fresh look at the printed material
too often regarded as trash - either by its contemporaries,
who regarded it as disposable, or by the academy which
until recently has tended to treat such items as beneath
contempt. We invite papers on topics such as those listed
below, the emphasis throughout being on the production,
distribution and consumption of such items. Papers
should consider any of the following aspects of the book
trades in the British Isles: technology, typography and
design; the people, printers, publishers and distribution
networks involved; pricing and sales; buyers and readers.
Contributions on all periods of print from early modern to
the present are welcome.
Proposals for papers (20-30 minutes), panels (1 hour) or
presentations on aspects of the following or related topics
are welcome:
•
Magazines
•
Cheap novels
•
Comic prints and cartoons
•
Sketches and scraps
•
Song sheets and ballads
•
Almanacs
•
Advertisements and flyers
•
Manufacturers’ free booklets
•
Political pamphlets
•
Chapbooks
•
…and a host of other ephemera

Image above: detail from the 1961 edition of Under Milk Wood
illustrated by Brian Rees

World Book Night 2019 - An invitation
WBN United Artists have set the book for 2019. If you wish
to join us and contribute, please get reading… The text we
are responding to is Under Milk Wood by Dylan Thomas.
We are asking readers to select their favourite 10 words
from the text and email them to us (hybrid and hyphenated
words also acceptable). We will use these words as part of a
collaborative broadside news-sheet, a copy of which will be
sent to every contributor. We’ll be making a collaborative
broadside with your words, and our annual video to launch
on World Book Night, 23rd April 2019. Please send your
contribution to Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk by 1st March
2019. http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/news/

Abstracts (c.300 words) should be accompanied by a
brief biography. Papers presented will be considered for
publication in either Publishing History or a future volume
of Print Networks conference papers. It is understood
that papers offered to the conference will be original work
and will not have been previously delivered to any similar
conference.
A postgraduate fellowship, covering the cost of attending
the conference and assistance towards travel within the
UK, is offered to a student whose research falls within
the parameters of the conference brief, and who wishes
to present a paper at the conference. Abstracts should
be accompanied by a summary of the research being
undertaken and a letter of recommendation from a
supervisor. All proposals for papers, and applications for
the postgraduate fellowship should be submitted by 31st
January 2019 and sent to: david.osbaldestin@bcu.ac.uk
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BALTIC, Gateshead, UK
BALTIC Self-Publishing Artists Market will be 27th April
2019 (11am–6pm). Applications welcome from all artists
from 1st December. We are looking for zines, DIY making,
chap books, artists’ books, multiples, comics, independent
publishing, posters etc. We are also encouraging artists from
other disciplines who would like to explore the relevance
and value of print culture.
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For further information contact:
ArtistBookAward@northernbeaches.nsw.gov.au
The North West Book Arts Group, UK meets regularly
at Liverpool Central Library, on the first Saturday of each
month from 10.30am, and anyone interested in book arts,
whether a beginner or established artist is very welcome.
For more information, contact Marilyn Tippett at:
nwbookmaker@gmail.com
http://nwbookartists.blogspot.co.uk

Application Process:
A written proposal of no longer than 250 words, a brief CV
and up to 8 images (jpegs) should be submitted at
http://baltic.art/artists-market-2019
The deadline for submissions for exhibitors’ stalls is
midnight Sunday 3rd March 2019
Terms:
Exhibitors’ stalls are 90 x 180 cm approx.
Prices for stalls are:
– Individual artist/imprint/collective: £25 or £12.50 for half/
shared table.
– College/university: £50
– Payment must be made by 30th March 2019
http://baltic.art

Manly Library Artist’s Book Award 2019
Entries for the 2019 award are now open.
If you’ve created an artist’s book in the past two years you’re
eligible to enter (2017, 2018 or 2019). All selected works will
be displayed at The Manly Art Gallery and Museum, NSW
Australia. Winning works will be purchased as part of the
Northern Beaches Libraries’ collection.
Important Dates
• Closing date for entry: 5pm Friday 8th March 2019
• Successful entrants notified by: 5pm Friday 29th March
2019
• Selected works to be received between: Monday 1st April
and Thursday 18th April 2019
• Opening & announcement of acquisitions: 6.00pm
Thursday 2nd May 2019 at Manly Art Gallery and Museum,
1 West Esplanade & Commonwealth Parade, Manly NSW
• Exhibition dates: Friday 3rd May to Sunday 9th June
• Works to be collected from Manly Library or returned as
instructed: between Monday 17th June and Friday 5th July
• Entry fee $35 AUD
More information, and link to entry form:
https://www.northernbeaches.nsw.gov.au/library/whats-on/
artists-book-award
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Marches Book Arts Group, UK, meets each month to
share skills, ideas, news and cake. Our members come
from all over the Welsh border region (the Marches) and
have a range of experience and skills. We meet on the third
Tuesday of each month from 10 to 4 at the Hazelhurst
Community Room in Clun, Shropshire SY7 8LQ.
All are welcome! Find out more and get in touch at
https://www.marchesbookartsgroup.co.uk/get-in-touch
Call for submissions /articles
The Blue Notebook Journal for artists’ books
Impact Press welcomes
submissions of writing on
contemporary artists’ books for
The Blue Notebook. The journal
publishes 4-5 articles per issue on
any aspect of artists’ publications
by artists, writers, poets,
librarians, curators, educators…
All contributions are peer-reviewed by our panel of referees.
Our deadlines are usually 1st January and 1st July each year.
Please email Sarah to let her know if you intend to submit
for a deadline so we can save a space, as there are only 4-5
slots per issue. To get a flavour of the journal, visit: http://
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/publications/blue-notebook.html
Please also see our submission guidelines at:

www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/pdf/publications/tbnguidelines.pdf

If you have any questions please email and ask:
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk

Workshop teaching space available, UK - Looking for
somewhere to hold a bookbinding or book arts workshop?
Set in the beautiful Torridge Valley halfway between Great
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Torrington and Holsworthy in the UK, Owl Barn Studio is
an inspiring, purpose built teaching space for bookbinding,
book arts, calligraphy, papercrafts and other related skills &
techniques. Light and airy with plenty of workspace for up
to 12 students, it’s the perfect place to learn new skills.
Everyone has their own table (these can be raised up for
those who prefer to work standing up) which can be laid
out to suit the style of workshop.
Very reasonable rates, lunch can be included.
Cutting mats and basic bookbinding tool kits are available.
Plenty of local accommodation. For further information or
to make a booking see our website at
http://www.owlbarnstudio.uk or contact
owlbarnstudio@btinternet.com or call 07853 319250.
Do you live in or around Bristol, UK? Are you into
letterpress printing? Do you create handmade books?
The newly-formed Bristol Branch
of the British Printing Society is
looking out for more members!
Founded in 1944 by a Bristol printer,
William R. Brace, The BPS is an
organisation that enables printers
to exchange views and experiences,
pass on hints and tips, and generally
promote a spirit of craftsmanship and friendliness.
We have our own very active publishing group, a yearly
convention, a monthly magazine ‘Small Printer’ and a
number of active branches across the UK as well as Bristol,
including London, South Wales, Scotland and Essex, and an
overseas branch. We are also a good source of second-hand
printing equipment! The yearly cost of membership is a
mere £27 (or £42 for overseas members).
For more information, please contact me via email or
visit our website at: http://www.bpsnet.org.uk
Ian Knight – Secretary, BPS Bristol Branch
bristol@bpsnet.org.uk

everywhere (https://littlefreelibrary.org) ours is just a little
bit bigger than usual: it will fill a 350 sq. ft. storefront by the
side of Pennsylvania Route 41.
This community resource offers free, circulating, and
reserve reading books, as well as children’s book readings,
art classes and book groups, and dedicated shelves curated
by community members. The wifi is free and people can
drop by and grab a book or pull up one of the armchairs
and spend a comfortable afternoon reading and chatting –
and if we can be of help so much the better. Our values of
cooperation, inspiration and a very good cup of coffee will
sit at the heart of the Little Free Library. As a resource that
is always free to the community and that seeks to create
connections between the local community and those farther
afield we are very grateful if you wish to donate books –
especially artists’ books.
To contribute, simply post directly to The Little Free
Library, 1016B Gap Newport Pike, Cochranville, PA
19330, USA. (Please indicate whether the work should be
circulating, non-circulating, or free to give away.) All titles
will be catalogued on our website. We welcome suggestions
for collaboration, particularly around library-centered art
projects and artworks generally: please contact us at
hello@streetroad.org with ideas.
http://www.streetroad.org/little-free-library
Call for entries: Gallery East in conjunction with Gallery
Central (North Metropolitan TAFE) Perth. Western
Australia will be showing Between the Sheets: Artists’
Books Exhibition 2019 at Gallery Central, Perth, Western
Australia, 31st August – 22nd September 2019.
The exhibition will then travel to:
Australian Galleries, Melbourne, Victoria
Manning Regional Art Gallery, New South Wales
(dates to be confirmed)
It is open to any artists working in the field of artist books
to make application to participate in Between the Sheets, the
2019 Artists’ Books Exhibition to be held initially at Gallery
Central, Perth, Western Australia.
		
Eligilibity
Entries:
• must have been completed within the last two years.
• must be the original work of the entrant.
• free standing works must be preferably no larger than (H)
300mm x (W) 300mm x (D) 300mm*
• preferably must not weigh more than 9kg.*
• * subject to the selectors’ discretion
Entry Fee: A non-refundable entry fee of AUS $44 (incl.
GST) per book.

Little Free Library, Cochranville, PA
Street Road Artist’s Space has established a Little Free
Library in a Cochranville, Pennsylvania storefront, and
invites artists’ book submissions as well as suggestions
for collaboration. On the model of Little Free Libraries
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Information and Entry Form:
All applicants must complete the Entry Form. Submission
will be deemed to be acceptance of these Conditions.
Exhibitors may submit up to 2 works, either traditional
artist’s books or artist’s books as objects.
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All works will be for sale.
All entry payments (cheques / money orders) should be
made payable to ‘Gallery East’. This administration fee is
non-refundable. Payment may also be made by PayPal or
by providing Gallery East with details of Visa, Mastercard
or American Express credit cards. Receipts will be emailed
to applicants.
All applicants must enclose a CD containing:
• up to 3 digital images of the entered work. Digital images
should be saved as 300dpi jpeg files. Each jpeg should be
saved with the artist’s name and title of work.
• a one-page CV saved as a word document.
• a short artist’s statement limited to 50 words saved as a
word document.
• CV and artists statements saved as words document.
All CDs will be retained by Gallery East.
Exhibition organiser: Gallery East. 0405 698 799. email:
admin@galleryeast.com.au
Entries (entry form, CD & entry fee) posted to:
Gallery East, 406 Hamilton Road, Munster, Western
Australia 6166, Australia
Deadline: Entries must arrive by 5.00pm, 14 June, 2019.
Late entries will not be accepted.
All information can be found in the conditions of entry link
at: http://www.galleryeast.com.au/
From Exitstencil Press: CALL OUT FOR DRAWINGS OF
STICK PEOPLE
On behalf of an ongoing project for the next 4 years by
Gee Vaucher we are helping gather as many stick figures as
possible. They will form part of a book in honour of WW1.

All figures must be hand drawn, which represent all
those individuals who perished. If you are interested in
contributing to this project here’s what you need to do:
1. Drawings of stick figures should be on A4 (portrait)
2. Drawings need to be in black on white.
3. What seems to works best is roughly 35 stick figures
across and 28 to 32 lines down. Perfect.
4. Each figure should be roughly 1cm high.
5. Each figure will represent those who died in WW1, so it is
essential that no digital images or copies are used.
Please do not add hats or guns.
6. Each page drawn needs to be scanned at 300dpi and saved
as a jpg.
7. ‘Save as’ the number of figures per sheet, i.e. (sticks.1021.
jpg)
8. Please send scans as an attachment to:
exitstencilpress@gmail.com
Many many thanks.
Here is a sample sheet of 1096 figures we prepared earlier:
http://www.exitstencilpress.com
exitstencilpress@gmail.com Twitter: Exitstencilpress
CALL TO ILLUSTRATORS / ARTISTS TO CREATE A
FREE PRINTABLE BOOKMARK FOR WOBODA 2019
International Friends of Bookmarks (IFOB) is a community
of bookmark lovers with over 100 members all over the
world who are interested in bookmarks, such as passionate
readers, bookmark collectors, librarians, illustrators, blog
editors, product designers, bookshop owners, bookmark
producers, and others. We invite artists, graphic designers
and other producers of bookmarks to help celebrate the 3rd
annual World Bookmark Day in 2019 by sending physical
bookmarks for the raffle or by submitting a free printable
bookmark design (uncompressed jpeg, 200 x 75 mm, RGB).
The design should state WOBODA 25th February 2019
and have the website www.ifobookmarks.org/woboda on it
somewhere. See the website at
https://www.ifobookmarks.org/woboda.html for examples
from 2018 and 2017 and for submission details, or write to
the IFOB editor at ifobeditor@gmail.com
Designs and bookmarks may be submitted at any time
before 1st February 2019 for next year’s celebration.
https://www.ifobookmarks.org/woboda.html

Call for entries: All Stitched Up
An international juried book arts exhibition
3rd September – 11th December 2019 at Collins Memorial
Library University of Puget Sound, Tacoma, WA, USA
Submission deadline 30th April 2019
All Stitched Up is asking for submissions of artists’ books
from around the globe where stitching is a featured element.
They may be visible stitches for the binding, text, or images,
or any technique that leaves evidence of stitches.
Artists’ books may be from an edition or unique, and
created from any medium. There is a $10 submission fee for
up to three works.
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To stitch is to join together, to mend, or fasten as with
stitches – to sew. To stitch is to bring together fabric, paper,
wounds of the body, or cultural divides. Stitching can be an
act of healing, hope, practicality, creativity, and revolution.
All Stitched Up recognises and celebrates the work of book
artists’ where stitching has become an integral part of the
visual design. Curators Catherine Alice Michaelis, Jane A.
Carlin, and Diana Weymar will jury the show and a print
catalogue will be created.
We are particularly (but not solely) interested in works that
showcase collaboration and focus on building a sense of
shared community. That may include collaboration between
two or more artists, two or more communities, or crowdsourced projects. Sewing that joins people and ideas link
us to historical social and political sewing circles from
the abolitionist movement of the 1800s, to the corporate
resistant DIY movement kindled by the Riots Grrrls in
the 1990s, to the knitting collectives of today that focus on
the anti-war, pro-science, and pro-choice movements. In
addition, you may draw inspiration from the embroidered
books of the Victorian period, the rise of needlecrafts
during the Arts & Crafts period, and family traditions of
sewing by machine or hand stitching.
This exhibition will include pages from Diana Weymar’s
Interwoven Stories project. This includes Refashioning
Identity, which was created by members of the Puget Sound
community in 2016/17 as facilitated by Weymar.
2019 Submission & Exhibition Schedule
April 30th – submission deadline
May 25th – notification of acceptance
August 21st – delivery of books by mail or in person
September 3rd – show opens
September 14th – opening celebration
December 11th – show closes
December 30th - January 3rd – return of books
Curators
Catherine Alice Michaelis is an artist, writer, publisher,
curator, teacher, and most recently – videopoet and
animator. As proprietor of May Day Press, she is best
known for her artist’s books that incorporate letterpress
and pressure printing techniques. In 1998, Catherine began
to feature sewing in her print work in relation to family,
intimate secrets, and emotional healing. She collaborates
often, with both artists and writers, and her 1999
collaborative project, Stack the Deck: 22 Artists Mark the
Cards for Women’s Health & Healing, is frequently on show
somewhere. Her artist’s books have been featured in solo
and group exhibitions throughout the U.S. and are collected
in over 80 institutions. Catherine was profiled in the ‘Nature’
episode of Craft in America on PBS in 2017. She lives near
Olympia, Washington.
Jane A. Carlin is currently the Library Director at the
Collins Memorial Library at the University of Puget Sound.
Prior to joining Puget Sound, Jane was the Director of
the Design, Architecture, Art and Planning Library at the
University of Cincinnati and has also held positions at
Oxford Brooks University in Oxford, England, University
of Texas, Arlington and Indiana University-Purdue
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University, Indianapolis. Jane has long been an advocate
for the artists’ book. Her graduate thesis, A History of Art
Book Publishing in Great Britain, serves as the foundation
for many programs and classes she has taught on the
art and history of books, including classes on William
Morris, the history of the book, as well as artists’ books
and social justice movements. In 2008, Jane brought the
book arts to the Collins Library and has worked with
community members to form Puget Sound Book Artists, an
organisation dedicated to supporting and promoting book
arts. Jane is the curator of numerous exhibits at the Collins
Library and currently serves as the Vice-President of the
PSBA organization.
Diana Weymar lives in Victoria, BC. She has a studio
practice and is the creator of Interwoven Stories, an
international textile project. She grew up in the wilderness
of Northern British Columbia, studied creative writing at
Princeton, and worked in film in New York City. Interwoven
Stories has been exhibited and implemented in Colombia,
Switzerland, Syria, Canada, and the States. She has worked
with, is working with or had a residency with The Zen
Hospice Project, The Nantucket Atheneum, The University
of Puget Sound, UMass Amherst, The Peddie School, The
Arts Council of Princeton, Build Peace, Trans Tipping Point
Project, and The Textile Arts Center (Manhattan). Her work
has been exhibited and collected in the States and Canada.
She also curated art for the NRG Energy Headquarters in
Princeton, NJ.
Criteria for submission
• We are limiting submissions to two books per individual
artist with the allowance of a third if it is created in a
collaborative fashion, OR up to three collaborative works
per team.
• Entries must be original and the artist(s) must own
copyright to the work.
• While works need not be recent, we ask that any works
submitted not have been previously on display in Western
Washington.
• Artists’ books that display within the parameters of 16”H
x 15”W x 14”D are preferred. Artists whose works display
beyond these guidelines or hang on the wall should begin
a conversation with the curators, as there is limited space
outside the locked cases. See photos of gallery and cases on
our website here: https://www.pugetsound.edu/academics/
academic-resources/collins-memorial-library/all-stitchedup/about-the-space/
• There is a $10 submission fee for up to 3 works through
PayPal. Payment must also be received by August 21, 2019.
The payment is made to All Stitched Up curator, Catherine
Alice Michaelis at PayPal.Me/CatherineAlice
• Work must be available from August 21st, 2019 to January
3rd, 2020.
• Entries must match the images submitted with the
application.
Find a link to our submission process here:
https://psba.formstack.com/forms/all_stitched_up_
exhibition
For questions, contact Catherine Alice Michaelis:
maydaypress@gmail.com
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Chino Crafts
Supporting local artisans in rural Nepal

Your brilliant book art talk matters

Upcoming UK events with readings / appearances by
Nancy Campbell as her new book The Library of Ice:
Readings from a Cold Climate, launches this month
include:
6th December, Mulled wine & Conversation,
The Woodstock Bookshop, Oxfordshire, UK
8th December, The Library of Ice reading and signing,
The Polar Museum, Cambridge, UK
15th December – (tbc) 2019, Heritage Futures exhibition,
Manchester Museum, UK
17th December – 2 February 2019, Canal Laureate
exhibition, The Poetry Cafe, London, UK
2019
16th Jan, Reading, The Poetry Cafe, London, UK
25th January, Eclectic Cabaret, Wooton, Oxford, UK
Until 2nd February, Canal Laureate exhibition, The Poetry
Cafe, London, UK
For more information on these events, visit:
http://nancycampbell.co.uk/calendar/

No less a training kit that’s most beautifully crafted.
We bring you horn, wood handle bookbinding awls,
bone, horn folders, plain or carved,
Bone, horn, wood made clasps,
And many more.

Library & Archive Show and Tell
Liver and Lights A Chronicle of Strange Times
Tate Britain, London, UK, 7th December 2018
John Bently will talk about the Liver and Lights series at
Tate Britain in the Archive Rooms on Friday 7th December,
12.00–14.00.

Your kind enquiries: thame2709@gmail.com
Website: https://www.chinocrafts.com

ARTIST’S BOOK FAIRS & EVENTS

Liver & Lights No 56, One Shoe Michael, a London song cycle 2018.
Photograph ©Chiara Ambrosio

Evolving dramatically over the course of its 56 editions in 34
years (so far), from punk poetry fanzine into DIY manifesto;
from a celebration of discarded things into a celebration of
discarded communities, from heartfelt memorial to ranting
pamphlet, the series functions as a repository of low budget
reprographics and an uncompromising chronicle of real
lives lived in strange times.
Liver and Lights also incorporates a wide range of one-off
works of art and related projects, most notably the band
bonesandtheaft, who interpret and illuminate the books
through music and live performance, augmented
by handmade recordings, props, stage sets and costumes.
This Show and Tell will explore highlights from the
series alongside other related publications from Tate
Library selected by John Bently, with Jane Bramwell,
and Anna Golodnitsky.
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Free limited tickets for the talk can be reserved here:
https://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-britain/talk/libraryarchive-show-and-tell-programme/liver-and-lights
Tate Britain, Millbank, London SW1P 4RG, UK.

Catford Comic and Zine Fair
Blythe Hill Tavern, London, UK
9th December 2018, Fair 12 - 5pm, music 5 - 9pm
Organised by father and son Henry and Stanley Miller.
Exhibitors include: Darren Cullen, Jade King, Tom
Mortimer, King Louie’s Lab, Nick White, Ben Williams,
Decadence, Lucy Sullivan, Emilia Mckenzie, David Biskup,
Joe Decie, Gareth Hopkins, Dave Turbitt, Douglas Noble,
Wallis Eates, Nicolas Burrows, Kim Clements, Sean
Azzopardi, John Riordan, Hanna Lee Miller, Elizabeth
Quertstret, Tim Bird, Hattiecomics, Joe Stone, Olivia
Sullivan and Gareth Brookes.
The wonderful Broken Frontier will also be running a
communal table. So if you have a comic or zine please bring
it along. Live Music includes Scab City, For Humours and
Sea Foam.
Blythe Hill Tavern, 319 Stanstead Road, London SE23 1JB,
UK. Live music and poetry, free entry.
http://www.millertown.co.uk/cczf2018/

ASP - Artist Self-Publishers’ Fair
ICA, London, UK, 9th December 2018
The fair will, like its predecessors, feature over seventy
British and international independent artist self-publishers
for the one-day fair. As with the 2015,16 and 17 editions, the
fair will show artist self-publishers only and will continue
to avoid the restrictions and market dominance that affects
much of contemporary arts culture. The publications are
still the art works: affordable and available, free from the
fetters of the institution or gallery, the ideas, images and text
are produced and published by artists who understand the
restrictions and freedoms of the printed page.
Institute of Contemporary Arts (ICA)
The Mall, London SW1Y 5AH, UK. 11am - 7pm.
http://www.aspfair.uk
Save the dates, some upcoming fairs in 2019:
Artists’ BookMarket at The Fruitmarket Gallery,
Edinburgh, UK. Saturday 9th & Sunday 10th February
2019
Pages - The 22nd International Contemporary Artists’
Book Fair at The Tetley Centre for Contemporary Art in
Leeds, UK. Saturday 2nd & Sunday 3rd March 2019
Bristol Artist’s Book Event at Arnolfini, Bristol, UK.
Saturday 30th March and Sunday 31st March 2019
BALTIC Self-Publishing Artists Market, Gateshead, UK.
Saturday 27th April 2019
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INTERNET NEWS
From Jürgen Wegner: A printer interested in printing
history?! It can only happen in France. Check out this
incredible museum at: http://www.aepm.eu/news/europeslatest-printing-museum/
From Jim Kelly: A link to a video of the day-long
conference on artists’ books held at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, USA in November 2018
Part 2 - A Look at Artists’ Books: Developing Collections at
The Met, 2018. A symposium sponsored by Watson Library
on November 7, 2018, at the Bonnie J. Sacerdote Lecture
Hall, The Metropolitan Museum of Art
This symposium on artists’ books marks the fifth year that
Watson Library has been collecting in this important area.
Watson’s collection has been built with funds provided by
Friends of the Library and through the gifts of generous
donors, two of whom will be speaking in the afternoon.
Combined with the holdings of artists’ books in the
Department of Drawings and Prints and the Department of
Photographs, The Met now has a collection of considerable
depth and international scope. Key topics of the symposium
include the history, creation, collecting, and conservation of
artists’ books.
Watch the stream for PART 2 via Facebook at
https://bit.ly/2DsDrQD (session 1) and
https://bit.ly/2D9AIuv (session 2)
Symposium materials can be found at
https://bit.ly/MetLibraryAB
Open the Library Symposia drawer (click on the “+”) on
that page to see the programme handout, speaker bio, and
guide to accessing the collections at the Met for the the
Artists’ Books Symposium.

The symposium conversations were developed as part of
a project to investigate links and histories that lead into
current practice today. As a group, our related research
areas include: artists’ books, print history, linguistics,
letterpress printing, design, fine art, pulp-printing, digital
and traditional printmaking processes, curating, collecting,
teaching and publishing. We considered different aspects
and overlaps between artists’ practices and books.
Collaborators / presenters: Dr Jennifer Batt, Centre for
Material Texts, University of Bristol, UK; Sarah Bodman,
Senior Research Fellow artists’ books, CFPR, UWE Bristol,
UK; Dr Amir Brito Cadôr, Escola de Belas Artes, Federal
University of Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte, Brazil; Angie
Butler, letterpress and book artist, PhD researcher, UWE,
UK; Marian Crawford, Senior Lecturer in Fine Art, Monash
University, Australia; Dr Rhiannon Daniels, Centre for
Material Texts, University of Bristol, UK; Dr Tim Mosely,
Lecturer in Fine Art, Queensland College of Art, Griffith
University, Brisbane, Australia; Dr Paulo Silveira, Professor
for Art History, Instituto de Artes, Universidade Federal
do Rio Grande do Sul, Porto Alegre, Brazil; Tom Sowden –
Head of School Design, & co-director of the Centre for the
Book, Bath Spa University, UK

Marches Book Arts Group launched a new website this
autumn, with news about our activities, programme, artists
and meetings. The new website features a gallery for each
artist and highlights of our outings and workshops, as well
as extensive photos of our recent exhibitions. You can send
us a message from our Get in Touch page, or connect with
us via Instagram and Facebook (links in the website footer).
https://www.marchesbookartsgroup.co.uk
Online archive now available for Artists’ Books in Australia
and Brazil – looking to the past to read into the future.
The Centre for Fine Print Research at UWE, Bristol hosted
this free public symposium at The Station, Bristol on Friday
26th October 2018.
We held a day of discussions considering aspects of
artists’ books in Australia and Brazil with further links to
Australasia and South America. Our investigative team met
over the week of 22nd October as part of a larger study we
are planning.
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Artists’ Books in Australia and Brazil – Looking to the past
to read into the future, was made possible by a Research
Collaboration Fund award from the University of the West
of England.
We have archived all the talks from the symposium, you
can download pdfs of the image displays and listen to the
discussions at: http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/aubrsym
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NEW ARTISTS’ PUBLICATIONS

The Blue Notebook journal for artists’ books Vol 13 No 1
The new issue of The Blue Notebook journal for artists’
books is guest edited by Caren Florance, artist and recent
2018 Critic-in-Residence at ANCA Gallery in Canberra
This issue focuses on Caren’s PhD project, Collaborative
Materiality: poets/ poetry/ letterpress/ artist books. Caren
has invited writers and artists to publish papers associated
with the 2017 University of Canberra symposium on Poetry
and the Artist Book. Contributors include: Susan Wood,
Caren Florance and Marian Crawford plus artists’ pages
and interventions by Monica Carroll, Nicci Haynes and
Paul Uhlmann. Cover, badge and sticker designs by Caren
Florance and Angela Gardner.

The Blue Notebook journal for artists’ books Vol 13 Nos 1 and
2. Publication dates: October 2018 and April 2019.
£10 covers subscription for both issues, badge and stickers:
https://store.uwe.ac.uk/product-catalogue/publications/
impact-press-publications/the-blue-notebook-journal-forartists-books-vol-13-1-2
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Artist’s Book Yearbook 2018-2019
Published by Impact Press at The Centre for Fine Print
Research, University of the West of England, Bristol
Essays: With her regular page for bookartbookshop, Tanya
Peixoto celebrates Kelly Wellman; Endangered Species of
Book by John Bently, ponders the disappearance of paperbased books from our daily routines; Liminal Moments At
The Edges: Reading Montage Narratives in Artists’ Books by
Victoria Cooper explores some examples of the montage
within bookworks by Australian artists held within the State
Library of Queensland, Brisbane; Peter Seddon Reviews
the exhibition Press & Release 2016: Technology and the
Evolution of The Artist’s Book at Phoenix Brighton, UK;
Josh Hockensmith of the Joseph C. Sloane Art Library at the
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, USA, explains
The Artists’ Books Critical Index Project, gathering citations
of where specific artists’ books are mentioned or pictured
in literature about artists’ books; Egidija Čiricaitė considers
In the Space of Time - the metaphor of book space as “time”
in artists’ books from the Prescriptions collection held at the
University of Kent Special Collections and Archives, UK;
in unfoldingthinking - Making Book Art with Scientists, Les
Bicknell reflects on his recent artist’s residency at the Centre
for Doctoral Training in Nanoscience and Technology at
Cambridge University, UK, and the bookworks produced to
date; from Poland, in What if my artist’s book is not really an
object…, Anna Juchnowicz discusses her long-term project
using printmaking, artists’ books and installation to express
ideas from the poetry of Sappho today; in BEEZER: Library
Interventions, Nick Norton reflects on the artists, designers,
writers and performers participating in the interventions
programme at Leeds College of Art, UK. Since 2013 Library
Interventions has been making the creative potential of the
library visible to a wide audience; in Un-Flattened: Book Arts
and the Artist’s Map, Rosie Sherwood, UK, asks from the
perspective of a book artist - Can a map be a reflection of a
place, an experience, an emotional response?
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Cover design: Tom Sowden. Artists’ pages by: Stephan
Erasmus, Gloria Glitzer, Kellie Hindmarch, Sarah Jacobs,
Sophie Loss, Hazel Roberts, Tricia Treacy, and Claire Yspol.
The listings sections detail some of the vast amount of artists’
books activity, education and discussion taking place
around the world and include: Artist’s Book Publishers &
Presses; Bookshops for artists’ books; Artist’s Book Dealers;
Galleries & Centres; Collections, Libraries & Archives;
Artist’s Book Fairs and Events; Book Arts Courses and
Workshops; resources for Design, Print & Bind; Print
and Papermaking Studios; Journals and Magazines;
New Reference Publications; Organisations, People,
Projects and Societies.

which rather unexpectedly turned out to be a great source
of inspiration. Most of the poems began life as hurried
lines scribbled on the back of a length of till roll in the lull
between sales. IN RETAIL is an expansion and reimagining
of the Hazard Press limited edition book of the same
name. My editor, Cherry Potts, has been very supportive in
pushing the conventions of how poetry is presented in book
form to incorporate some book art influences and ideas.

In the Artists’ Books Listings section, you can discover 400+
examples of new artists’ books from the information sent in
by artists in the following countries: Argentina, Australia,
Belgium, Canada, Cuba, Denmark, France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Norway, Poland, Russia, Serbia, South Africa,
Spain, Sweden, The Netherlands, the UK and the USA.
240pp, 21 x 29.7 cm, black and white offset litho, colour
cover. ISBN 978-1-906501-12-9, September 2017.
Please order your copy online at:
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/publications/artists-bookyearbook.html
Help us clear our bookshelves by filling yours!
In January 2019 Impact Press will move to a new office on
campus. Help us clear our bookshelves by filling yours
with our artists’ books reference publications.

And if you pre-order IN RETAIL now you will also get a free
limited-edition themed badge (Hint, hint!).
IN RETAIL is available for pre-order from Arachne Press
(with free UK p&p and a free IN RETAIL badge). Order
link: https://arachnepress.com/shop/#!/In-Retail-by-JeremyDixon/p/112873186/category=0
We have two bundles available:
2 x randomly selected back issues of the Artist’s Book
Yearbook for a bargain £10!
5 x randomly selected back issues of The Blue Notebook
journal for artists’ books for a bargain £10!
Both available at: http://bit.ly/28N29s4
IN RETAIL by Jeremy Dixon
Published by Arachne Press
Cover design by K R Threlfall
Jeremy Dixon: I am very excited to announce that Arachne
Press will publish IN RETAIL, my first poetry collection,
in February 2019. This series of poems is the result of my
part-time job in a well-known high street chain of chemists,
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Parallel Universe
Bas Fontein, BASBOEK Publishers

Poet, writer and musician Henjo Hekman has a collection
of about 2500 ‘parallel cards’. These are postcards in which
the same images are repeatedly used, but referring to
different places.
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Conceptual artist Bas Fontein, who works with collections
of texts and images, by chance came upon a portion of
Hekmans collection in a hotel on Dutch island, Terschelling.
With the permission of Hekman, Fontein has used his
parallel cards to create the panoramas in this publication.
Collection: Henjo Hekman
Concept & Selection: Bas Fontein
Design: Studio Ingeborg Scheffers
Publisher: BASBOEK Publishers, Apeldoorn, the
Netherlands. Production: ArtLibro | Coers & Roest,
Arnhem, the Netherlands. Edition: 1st 2018
BASBOEK is proud to be part of: Dutch Independent Art
Book Publishers (www.diabp.nl) More information:
http://www.basfontein.com/portfolio/paralleluniverse-e-20/

The Day of the Duck
Marmalade Publishers of Visual Theory
Book launches
Babylon Gallery Ely – 8 December 2018 3-5pm
RIBA bookshop London – 22 January 2019 6-9pm
In a small Fenland city a challenge has rung out:
TAKE BACK CONTROL OF OUR COUNTRY!
In the wake of this vague divisive slogan things have gone
uncannily quiet as difficult questions persist, unanswered.
Into this truculent atmosphere, with a slow pit-pat-paddlepat, comes a Muscovy duck who, in a quest to discover the
whereabouts of its ‘disappeared’ brethren, follows a trail of
clues that take our duck-tective through the complex spatial
habits and prejudices of the locals.
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Sticking its beak where it’s not welcome, our web-footed
gum-shoe discovers how small daily acts in public space
offer both opportunities and challenges to new arrivals,
to those perceived as different, un-deserving or just plain
foreign. But as Philip Marlowe would tell you, for those who
root about for answers and question prejudice, a Mickey
Finn or a blow to the head is never far away...
The Day of the Duck by Helen Stratford and Lawrence
Bradby, explores Englishness, pseudo public space and
what it is to be considered an unwelcome migratory visitor
in contemporary Britain through the eyes of a particularly
pesky Muscovy duck.

Helen Stratford has exhibited at Oriel Davis and g39 Gallery,
Wales, Celje Centre for Contemporary Arts, Slovenia,
IMT Gallery, London, Wysing Arts Centre, Cambridge
and is currently completing an artist’s walking residency at
Yorkshire Sculpture Park. She was born in Bath and lives in
a village in the Fens. Lawrence Bradby, as part of the family
art practice Townley and Bradby, has exhibited at MK
Gallery, Milton Keynes, at Royal Standard, Liverpool and at
The Minories, Colchester. He was born in Glasgow and lives
in Norwich.
Graphic design: Paul Oldman of Smith Design.
Series editor: Gordon Shrigley.
Size: 145 x 223 mm. Print: black and white with 25 colour
illustrations. Pages: 128. Binding: Hardback.
Limited edition Artist’s Book of 500 copies.
ISBN: 978-0-9933373-3-8. Retail price: £15.99.
Distribution: Central Books, London.
https://www.centralbooks.com/day-of-the-duck-the.html
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About Time
Adam Geary
‘Faced with ageing and change we gradually withdraw from
the world.’

in between of oral speech and writings. 11 international
authors search for connections between languages, spoken
and written language, language and letters.

About Time (ISBN 9780995651746) is the latest photobook
by the UK photographer, Adam Geary.
You can take a virtual flick through the book at:
https://www.adamgeary.com/books/
As we grow older and watch those around us pass before
our eyes we start to look back and reflect on lives lived. In
a society obsessed with the now and the new, it is perhaps
time for more reflection and consideration. About Time asks
us to step back and reflect on our lives and simply look and
connect with the everyday stuff that surrounds us. ‘It is time’,
Geary says, to ‘look afresh at this life passing, where every
day is made up of fleeting glances, to be kept close at hand
for a journey that might get rough.’
Adam Geary is based in Scotland. He has published over
16 books and work is collected widely. About Time can be
purchased through https://www.adamgeary.com and comes
with an A5 print of cover image. Cost £10.
ISBN 9780995651746. Contact adam@adamgeary.com for
photographs to illustrate articles etc.
News from Constanze Kreiser on her recent book works
Sans-Papiers and White on Black
These belong to a larger project dealing with the topic of
scripture entitled SCHRIFT BILD SPRACHE (Writing
Picture Language) 2014-2018:
· Schriftsprache (Bügelbücher) 2014
· Grauzone Sprache (Mon) 2016
· Der Text ist das Kleid der Gedanken (2016)
· (Unschärfe)
· Weiss auf Schwarz (2017)
· Schreiben und Lesen (2017)
· Blaugrüne Sprachgründe (W.v. Humboldt) 2018
· Sans-Papiers (Geheimschriften) 2018
My search took me several years and started with the
concrete poets of the 1950s, consequently I used 9 texts of
Franz Mon to expand upon:
Weiss auf Schwarz assembles poems on the topic, from the
1970s up to now. The illustrations tell a hypothetical story
of the development of letters. White on black deals with the
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The accompanying pink ink drawings show a possible
deduction of letters from counting by sticks. The stick
becomes the writing tool later on. The tools turn from stiff
imprints to softer turns and end up in brush movements.
Single letter signs are combined to groups marching up
in lines, the lines organised in parallel fields. Is writing
drawing, producing pictures or signs? There is no proof
available of the real character of writing. And its being
derived by language is a mere socially agreed interaction.
Otherwise different languages would use similar signs for
equivalent sounds.
White on black tries to turn around the usual expectations:
white letters on black ground, spontaneous reading of the
picture is strengthened by the texts on the speech-text basis.
The text blocks are arranged freely on the ground, which
tends to slow down the reading speed.
Edition of 35. 48 pages Risographs 2017, Digital print 2016
Ink drawings 2016. http://kunstdenken.de/buchobjekte/
Lesen und Schreiben shows how big the amounts of digital
reading and writing are in different generations and sexes
(10 different copies).
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Sans-Papiers, Version II – Sichtschutz/Geheimniswahrung,
Constanze Kreiser
Lesen und Schreiben, Constanze Kreiser

Sans-Papiers considers the consequences of changes from
public readability to secret storage of data. There is also an
astonishing change of what is kept secret nowadays, and
about the ways in which secrecy is secured (a series of 10).
Image and font fall together (digital illiteracy), name and
subject fall apart in this project. Sans-Papiers reminds us
of the vision of paperless offices, the library in our pocket
and of a paper-linked identity (ID). The title sans-papiers
is being transformed into various writing systems, merges
with the background, because an unreadable structure by
small spacing.

The reason for this project is the homogensation of all
letter-bound writing styles to an artificial meta writing: the
supposedly by Leibniz invented digital system, which is
offered as a translation system between the languages. This
notation system is also suitable to transcribe sounds and
images. For the majority of people thus prepared machineappropriate material is not readable. The locations of the
encoded data are secret. So, it’s a double secret. Look
at the look closed envelopes, how harmless they are in
comparison…
Lithography and digital print 2018
14 x 27 x 1 cm. Bindings: used envelopes, plastics, cardboard
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This artist’s book is the final part of my long-term project on
language and writing. It is prolonged digitally under:
https://paperdotless.wordpress.com
Finally, I turn back to Humboldt’s text on language
‘Reflexionen über Blaudunkelheiten’ a fine observation
about languages different abilities of describing the world.
It is contrasted by drawings depicting situations of human
communication.
The last books are described in more detail in the appendix,
the former are shown on my website:
http://kunstdenken.de/buchobjekte/
I’m currently showing an exhibition on Paracelsus texts
with transformations of water and fire. A work in progress
starting with empty rooms, which will become a book later
on. You can find news on current exhibitions, works in
progress and some readings on my blog:
https://kuenstlerbuecher.wordpress.com

Recovered/Recorded
Philippa Wood
The Caseroom Press
Whilst digging in the garden of a newly acquired house,
fragments of china started to be unearthed on a regular
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basis; these findings, whilst not particularly important,
or indeed valuable, captured a glimpse into the lives of
previous residents; subsequently there was a reluctance to
return them to the soil. Whilst much has been written on
this subject there has been no substantiated conclusions
as to why our gardens are littered with these (mainly) blue
and white fragments. Having recovered in the region of 150
pieces of pottery from the garden, this pair of concertina
books focuses on a small selection of a growing collection.

20th century made by an unknown boy from the UK and
some comments on them. Say it was found on the seashore
at low tide. That is because I do not want it to be as it is:
that I simply bought an archive at a fleamarket in London.
The archive is a living organism belonging both to the
present and future and the past as well. Therefore, I felt a
need to include the found archive into my own. I lived for a
relatively long time in the UK and, in a way, that place began
to feel like home.

Recovered: Photocopy from original dry-point etching.
Recorded: Single colour Risograph print. Typewritten label
to covers. Size 52 x 60 mm. 8pp. Edition of 25. The books
are contained within a plastic archive bag, with record card
and a piece of found china. £6.00 each
http://www.the-case.co.uk
Please contact Philippa Wood for further information
philliwood@icloud.com

Today I Killed 2’751’426 Selfie Sticks!
Fritz Sauter
Published by Redfoxpress
Venetian Impressions - Drawings. Works made in Venice
during a stay as resident artist at the Emily Harvey
Foundation. Laser printed. 20 x 15 cm - 40 pages hardcover, 2018, 100 numbered copies.
35 euros - 45 US$ - 30 GBP. Available at:
http://www.redfoxpress.com/AB-sauter.venice.html

All the black and white pictures are from the old archive of
negatives of the unknown boy made in forties and fifties of
the 20th century in the UK. All colour photographs were
taken by me during the period 2012 - 2017 when in the UK.
Limited edition of 50 copies (numbered and signed) by
Ekaterina Vasilyeva. Handmade cover and binding.
12 x 33 cm, 110 pages, 49 colour and 85 black and white
images. Inside paper: Ozon Ivory 150 gr. Cover paper:
Murillo 260 gr. Language: English. Self-published and
printed in St. Petersburg (Print Gallery) in 2018.
49.50 Euros (including shipping):
https://ekaterinavasilyeva.ru/shipwrecked-2018
https://ekaterinavasilyeva.ru

Shipwrecked
Ekaterina Vasilyeva
I would like the story to sound mysterious: Say I found a
chest with negatives from the forties and early fifties of the
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REPORTS & REVIEWS
Artists Books Now - Place at the British Library
5th November 2018
Report by V. Simpleton

this occasion she displayed her photographic records of
running the path of the M25 - video becoming a book.

The theme for this second in the series of Artists’ Books
related events at the British Library was Place. The evening
began with an introduction (image above) by Dr Richard
Price, Head of Contemporary British Collections, which
encompasses sound recordings, manuscripts and archives
and printed and digital books at the Library. Richard
considered the possible meanings of ‘place’ in relation to
artists’ books; from particular places to anti-places and from
just-passing-through places to depersonalised places such as
petrol stations. And there is of course the simple place that
the artist’s book itself occupies – in the hands. Artists’ books
are created in many geographic locations as represented in
the British Library collection, a testimony to the different
traditions of the medium around world. Books by Latin
American artists will be explored in the next event on the
4th February 2019.

The evening was compered by Professor Chris Taylor from
the School of Fine Art at the University of Leeds (image
above). He is an artist with a special interest in printmaking
and the artist’s book. With Simon Lewandowski he has
developed and co-directs the Wild Pansy Press publishing
house, and with the artist and researcher Dr John McDowall
he jointly coordinates PAGES, which includes the annual
International Contemporary Artists’ Book Fair.
The first artist to present was Veronique Chance. Veronique
is interested in the representation of the body and its
relation to performance and dynamics of spectatorship; on
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Chris Taylor next introduced Clive Phillpot (image below)
as a major influence in thinking about artists’ books.
Clive was a librarian at Chelsea School of Art in the 1970s
and then Library Director at MoMA New York. He is the
author of Booktrek (JRP Ringier/Les Presse du Réel 2013),
an anthology of his essays from 1972 to 2010. In bringing
artists’ books, books as art objects, into the Museum’s
Library Clive simultaneously raised their credentials and
made them more accessible. He is a major influence in
bringing public awareness to this art form.

Clive presented a selection of books around the topic
of ‘place’, including Ed Ruscha’s Nine Swimming Pools,
an exemplar of making art in book form and one of Peter
Downsborough’s many book works - sculpture in graphic
form. Then was Sol LeWitt’s Autobiography - comprising
of numerous photographs of every object and detail in his
apartment, laid out in 9-square grids. Following books
by Telfer Stokes and Helen Douglas, Colin Sackett and
Francine Zubeil, Clive’s last choice was Oceanus by Elisabeth
Tonnard, in this book, words from Homer’s Odyssey,
superimposed on details of two photographs of a rough sea,
are tossed about. Chris observed that a ‘place’ can be the
page itself, the space of the page.
Edmund Clark was the next artist to speak about his
book works; this examines issues of history, politics
and censorship through extensive and diverse forms of
documentation.
Following this was Nancy Campbell. Nancy writes poetry,
art criticism and narrative non-fiction. She has produced
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a series of artists’ books that are the result of several
residencies she has undertaken since 2010 in different
Arctic regions.

that artists will keep testing and breaking the commonly
accepted idea of what an artist’s book is or can be.
V. Simpleton, with reference to recordings by Cat Miller.
Photographs by Sophie Loss
Artists’ Books Now - Place was curated by Richard Price,
Jeremy Jenkins, Egidija Čiricaitė and Sophie Loss.
https://www.bl.uk/events/artists-books-now-place
The next Artists’ Books Now event will take place on
4th February 2019.
STOP PRESS!

Presentations - Above: Edmund Clark. Below: Nancy Campbell

Applications are open for: PAGES: 22nd International
Contemporary Artists’ Book Fair. The Tetley Centre for
Contemporary Art in Leeds, UK, Saturday 2nd March
(11am-5pm) and Sunday 3rd March (11am-4pm) 2019.
DEADLINE: 11.59pm on FRIDAY 14 DECEMBER 2018
Now in its sixth year at The Tetley, the fair is taking place in
conjunction with a major exhibition and curated projects
across the city.

The last artist to present was Leonie Lachlan (image below)
who is concerned with the ever-evolving relationship
between two and three dimensions as seen in her book
works, with their particular focus on architecture.

Leeds’ International Contemporary Artists’ Book Fair forms
the core of PAGES, a rolling programme of interrelated
events that aim to establish critical engagement with the
medium of the artists’ book raising awareness, encouraging
production and creating new platforms for display and
exchange between audience and maker.
The artist’s book fair will incorporate workshops and
performances throughout the weekend, and a keynote
lecture. A comprehensive catalogue with documentation for
each participant will be produced.
More information and application link at:
https://www.curatorspace.com/opportunities/detail/pagesth-international-contemporary-artists-book-fair/2740
Al-Mutanabbi Street Starts Here - Sweden
Konstlitografiska museet
Tidaholm, Sweden
Until 20th January 2019
Artists’ books and prints are currently on show in an
exhibition organised by JM Schmidt at Konstlitografiska
Museet Tidaholm.

Chris Taylor in his summary again reflected on ‘Place’ and
the endless notional possibilities for artists’ books in various
contexts - perhaps book shelves? Table tops at fairs? or their
place in institutional collections?
He then referred to a short history of the medium presented
earlier in the evening by Clive Phillpot, concluding that
the artists’ books presented at this event break so many
boundaries, that they are so fresh, and he expressed hope
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Prints at the Lithographic museum by: Khalil Bendib, Mary
Marsh, Csilla Kosa, Christine Felce, Heather Matthew,
Ali Pawson, Kent Manske, Virginia Bridge, Lynne Allen,
Moutishi Chakraborty, Karen Chew, Margaret Roleke,
Ray Ho, Frederick P, Stuart Cannell, Kristine Bouyoucos,
Christina Mitrentse, Khalafah Christensen, Phillip
Robertson, Justus Evans, Fernando Marti, Ralacu Iancu,
David Tim, Katya McCulloch, Marcelle Hanselaar, Judy
Bergman, Dennis Crookes, Ang Aloysius, Jessica Dunne,
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Zaira Ahmad Zaka, Simon Ripley, Iram Wani, David B
Johnson, Ruth Fettis, Nomi Silverman, Ozlem Ayse Ozgur,
Adam Bridgeland, Alex, Claudio Orso-Giacone, Kathy Aoki,
Carl Middleton, Klaus Von Raasch, Gillian Thompson &
Francisco Gamica, Rik Olson, David Hazlett, Amy Haney,
Gini Wade, Valeria Brancaforte, Nicholas Naughton, Leon
Sun, Rebecca Goodale, Ken Daley, Alistair Johnston, Bernd
Freidrich, Bessie Smith Moulton, Gary Harrell, Andy
Gossett, Josef Beery, Tony Hope, Chad J Champnella, Ellen
Knudson, Michael Chabot, Elizabeth Oscar Maynard,
Mokhtar Paki, Mikaela Dillon, Kerry McAleer & Casey
Smith, Juan Fuentes, Anita Klein, Anna Cox, Michael
O’Shea, Fumi Ishida, Forgotten episode, David Avery,
Roberta Feoli, Golbanou Moghaddas, Oscar J Gillespie,
Theresa Easton, Neda Dana-Haeri , Jennifer L Caine, Dan
Welden, Marsha Goldberg, Helen Malone & Jack oudyn,
Carina Ripley, Sophie Westerman & Jaime Powell, Gary
Day, Sergei Tsvetkov, Bev Samler.

A book begins as a small mass of material, formed and
pressed into life by ideas, words, and machines. A concept
becomes thought, becomes word, becomes book, becomes
sculpture.
From the tactile complexity of handmade paper, to the
alteration of existing volumes, to a variety of other materials
and concepts, these objects, in an increasingly digital world,
stubbornly survive.
The objects in this exhibition interpret the concept of the
book and invite the viewer to look beyond the printed page
to where word has become form.
Book As Art: Flight Edition is a compilation of award
winning works and invited pieces assembled from a
critically acclaimed artist book exhibition established by
the Decatur Arts Alliance in 2013. Entries for these juried
exhibitions from 2013–2017 hail from across the United
States and around the world, and from emerging artists as
well as recognised masters in the genre. The Book As Art:
Flight Edition is pleased to present these examples from the
finest in the field.
https://decaturartsalliance.org/events/the-book-as-art/

Al-Mutanabbi Street - a vicious circle, Mette-Sofie D. Ambeck

Artists’ books at the Lithographic museum by: Alise Alousi,
Lisa Rapaport, Judith Serebrin, Mette-Sofie D Ambeck,
Monica Oppen, Karen, Theresa Easton, Zea Morvitz.
Artists’ books on display at the Tidaholms communal
library/town hall by: Art Hazelwood, Helen Allsebrook,
Miriam Schaer, Linda Toigo, Emily Martin, Erin K Schmidt,
Celia Stanley, Wuon-Gean Ho, Dina Sheel, Lizanne Van
Essen, Amaranth Borsuk.
Konstlitografiska museet
Helliden, 522 94 Tidaholm, Sweden.
https://helliden.se/om-helliden/konstlitografiska-museet/

The Book As Art: Flight Edition
Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport,
Concourse E, USA, until October 2019
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CODEX POLARIS IN USA
Codex Polaris are organising the Nordic focus at the Codex
2019 book fair and seminar, in California, USA.
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We will be showing work on six stands - one for each of the
Nordic countries and one for Bibliotek Nordica, a collective
project which involves new work from 80 Nordic artists.
Bibliotek Nordica has been created especially for the Codex
Book Fair. http://www.codexfoundation.org
CODEX POLARIS established in 2013 - is an book artist
group based in Bergen, Norway that creates opportunities
for artists who work with books in the Nordic region.
Alongside the exhibition program Codex Polaris invites
guest co-organisers to work on collaborative projects,
and writers to contribute with text works to raise the profile
of book arts spanning local and international perspectives.
Founders are Sarah Jost, Rita Marhaug, Imi Maufe and
Randi Annie Strand.

A Generous Kingdom III
Verum Ultimum Art Gallery, Portland, USA
Susan Brown’s artist’s book Mythical Magical Physickal
Madness is in this exhibition. A creative book about
England’s history of rabies & witches with ‘translated &
edited’ of medieval texts from the late 15th to early 18th
century, and multiple digitally designed illustrations.
Verum Ultimum Art Gallery, 3014 NE Ainsworth, Portland,
OR 97211, USA. https://www.verumultimumartgallery.com
From John Dilnot:
New England House Open Studios - Brighton, UK
Friday 7th, Saturday 8th & Sunday 9th December 2018

https://www.codexpolaris.com
if you have any questions or enquires please contact
Imi Maufe - codexpolaris@gmail.com

Over 30 artists and makers will be showing. I will be on
Level 5 and will have Boxes, Prints, Books and Cards.
Everything will be at reduced prices including some proofs,
end of line and seconds at bargain prices!
Friday 7th December 11-8pm, Saturday 8th & Sunday 9th
December 11-6pm. Free Entry. New England House,
New England Street Brighton BN1 4GH, UK.
http://johndilnot.com

For up to date / last minute news…
follow Sarah on Twitter:
https://twitter.com/SarahBodman

SASS+Zines Fest - 8th December 2018
Booklyn, Brooklyn Army Terminal, Brooklyn, NY, USA
SASS + Zines returns to Booklyn this year as a pop-up zine
fest tabled by women of colour and queer people of colour
from New York and the surrounding areas.
Curated by Booklyn archivist Richard Lee, the one day
pop-up show aims to showcase the amazing self created
narratives and art cultivated from the city’s rich network of
WOC / QPOC artists.
8th December 2018, 12 – 6pm, Booklyn, Brooklyn Army
Terminal, Building B 7G, 140 58th Street, Brooklyn, NY
11220, USA. https://booklyn.org/info/visit/
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UWE Bristol Exhibitions are within Bower Ashton
Library. Please check opening hours before travelling
during vacation periods and bank holidays.
http://www1.uwe.ac.uk/library/visitingthelibrary/
openingtimes/bowerashton.aspx
Tel: 0117 3284750 (library main desk)
NEXT DEADLINE: 14TH JANUARY FOR THE
FEBRUARY 2019 NEWSLETTER
If you have news, please email items for the BAN to:
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk Please supply any images as
good quality RGB jpegs (200 dpi) at 8.5 cm across.
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk | Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
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